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VICTIMS OF
SALISBURY

Investigating Committee of Pennsylvania
Lines Makes Light of Charges.
Philadelphia. July 2. A preliminary' report of the special committee
of the board of directors of the Penn-

Railroad company
to investigate the alleged
discrimination in the distribution of
coal cars as revealed at the hearings of the Interstate commerce commission, was submitted today to the
full board of the company. After a
short decision the report was unanimously approved.
The commission after stating that
It had been requested to extend Its investigation to all companies controlled by the Pennsylvania railroad and
that it had carefully considered the
testimony taken by the Interstate
commerce commission, says that the
testimony showed that of the more
than 300 operators of bituminous coat
mines situated on the lines of the
Pennsylvania railroad company, less
than ten operators in all have testified that they believed themselves to
have been unfairly
disci iminated
against either in the distribution of
cars or in the matter of sidings connecting the mine workings with the
railroad lines.
"Fifty-on- e
of the more than 123.-00- 0
officers
and employes of the
Pennsylvania Railroad company," the
committee says, "were examined before the interstate commerce commission, and of these witnesses twenty-one
were shown to have acquired,
in various ways, interests In coal companies or properties, alleged but not
proven, to have received undue and
unreasonable preferences In the distribution of coal cars, or in the construction of sidings.
Despite the
public impression to the contrary derived from fragmentary publications
of the evidence in the newspapers,
the testimony of the witnesses examined before the commission does not
prove that there have been in fact any
undue or unreasonable preferences
either In the distribution of coal cars
or in the construction of siulngs."
The committee says it has received
replies from all officers and employes
having charge of the distribution of
coal can or in the construction of
sidings."
The committee says It has received
replies from all officers and employes
having charge of the distribution of
cars to Inquiries made by the committee regarding car distribution, but
until the car companies' records of
the dally movement of cars can be
examined the committee will be unable to know whether the distribution
of cars varied from the rules governing the same.
The committee
calls attention to the main difficulties
encountered In the distribution of
cars, and says:
"There must be a fair svstem of
a
distributing, but whatever be
the system there will be Inevitably
periods when the demand for cars
will exceed the supply of cars, be
sylvania
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LIST OF DEAD NOW
NUMBERS

Several

of

TWENTY-EIGH- T

the Injured

ConditionBodies

In

Critical

of Victims To

Be Brought to America.

Salisbury, Eng., July 2. The
are busy tonight and by tomorrow the majority ol the bodies ot
the score of Americans who lost Iheli
lives in the wreck o the Plymouth
express oti Sunday morning will be
prepared for their return tor burial
in the land they left so recently in
the fullness of life and hope. Frederick H. Cossitt's body aneady has
been forwarded to London on its wa
to America. The inquest today was a
formality
prolonged and tedious
which utterly failed to give any idea
No
of the cause of the accident.
on that point were asked
Questions
and the subject seemed to be avoided
a strange proceeding to the many
is
Amrlcans present, but which
thought to be due to the queer formalism that seems characteristic ot
such cases in this country.
The proceedings were solemn, and
sad, and monotonous, so much so that
a spectators surprised a juror by asking what necessity there was to adjourn the inquest for a fortnight. No
answer was given. The delay Is believed to be due to the declarod intention of the board of trade to institute an investigation.
It seems Btrange to Americans that,
while the population of Salisbury Is
shocked by the disaster, absolutely
no emotion is displayed. It would
seem as it such accidents were an ev
cry-da- y
occurrence, and yet nothi
it tris
approaching
ever remotely
heretofore disturbed the peace of his
city. There has been no scenes no
groans, nothing of the picturesquely
tragic element associated with trfe pit
mouth In times of trouble so familiar
to those in the coal mining regions.
There Is genuine sorrow, no doubt, but
beyond formal expression, It has no;
yet been translated Into action.
Every independent effort to discover
the cause of the accident has thus far
failod, and the railroad officials this
afternoon said they were aiso in the
dark. ,
rs

r

RAILWAY OFFICIALS SEEK IX
VAIN FOR CAUSE OF WRECK
Salisbury, Eng., July 2. The scene
of the disaster to the American line
special train from Plymouth, having
on board the passengers who were
landed there from the steamer New
York, presents little evidence today
of the havoc wrought by the wreck
of the express train, all the wreckage
having been cleared away. The engineering staff of the railroad company is seeking an explanation for the
Immediate cause of the derailment,
but thus far has been unable to do so,
or Is not ready to say to what cause
The
the catastrophe is attributable.
no
list of dead' numbers twenty-eigh- t,
further deaths having been recorded
Criteh-cll.
since last night, but Robert S.
of Chicago; Miss L. S. C.rlswold,
Scn-telof Heath, England, and E. W.
of New York, are In a critical condition. The bodies of the American
victims arebeing embalmed for conveyance home.
Mr. Sentell rallied
somewhat as the day advanced and
the chaplain of the Infirmary was allowed by the doctors to convey to him
the news of the death of his wife, son
and two daughters In the wreck. A
serious relapso followed the breaking
of the sad news but under restoratives,
the old man rallied. Replying to th
sympathetic condolences of American
Consul Swalm, Mr. Sentell said:
"I will try to show you that I am
a man although I have my seventy
yeárs to bar."
),

recently-appointe-

pro-rat-

cause of the Increased market prices,
sometimes caused by weather, sometimes by strikes in other territories,
or sometimes by suddenly increased
industrial developments.
Under such conditions priority
must be given, first to shippers who
furnish coal to the companies engaged, and next to those whose fulfillments of contract trill keep other
railroads in operation, prevent municipalities from being left in darkness,
or enable steamships to sail. etc. It
Is not to be assumed without proof
that any special order was Issued by
any officer from any improper motive.
On the contrary, the reasonable presumption is that every order was Issued only because of a sufficient business necessity."
The report says that the question
of privately owned coal cars Is not a
new question nor one which admits of
an offhand solution.
"The greater portion of the coal
tonnage of England Is moved today in
privately owned cars. The use of
such cars on the Pennsylvania lines
Is not peculiar to a few favored shippers. They have been used from the
beginning of coal transportation."
The report emphasizes the statement that investigation will be mad
of reports of failure in the performance of his duty by any officer or employe of the company in the performance by the company of its duties to
the public, and that its conclusions
will be reported to 'the president of
the company In the confident assurance that every officer or employe
found to have failed in the performance of his duty will be properly dealt
with.
The report In conclusion says that
in its early history the great problem of the company was !he development of the industrial enterprises
in its territory and the officers and
employes were encouraged to invest
in those enterprsies, as otherwise it
WOUld
have been difficult to induce
other people to invest.
Today the problem is to provide
adequate facilities for the business of
the country. "Under the conditions
of today," says the report, "It Is essential that all officers and employes
should be absolutely
free to discharge their duties Impartially. Applying this principle to the coal trade
as an illustration, the keen competition of today requires every officer
and employe of the Pennsylvania railroad company to part with any investments which he has in the shares of
any coal producing company and also
to part with any interest In any firm,
Individual or company on the system
of the Pennsylvania railroad
and
every officer should be required to refrain from any investments whatsoever which may possibly prejudice or
affect the Interests of the company or
interfere with the company's full discharge of Its duty to the public."
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THAW MUST

OF ENORMOUS

STAY IN TOMBS

APPROPRIATION
Chairman

Tawney

ALL SUMMER

Issues Trial

TERRIFIED

.Special to the Morning Journal.
Socorro, X. M., July I. What was
e
probably an Immense
in
of the Magdalena mountains, set
this part of Socorro county rocking
and swaying this morning in a man
ner to terrify the entire population In
whose minds memories of the San
Francisco disaster were fresh. As far
as can be ascertained, absolutely no
damage was done by the earthquake
which was similar to those experienced In Socorro at various times for
many years. There were prolably as
many as twenty distinct shocks of
varying Intensity extending over a period of twenty-fiv- e
minutes. Everyone
in town was awakened at 3:15 o'clock,
by a loud rumbling, which was accompanied by the swaying of the
houses. Dishes and windows rattlej,
walls were cracked and plaster fell
from the ceilings of muny houses, particularly In the county Jail, where
large patches of plaster fell In evey
room.
The most violent shock camo
at first, and each succeeding one w
less In its Intensity. Many people, esland-slid-

FATED VOYAGERS HAD
PREMONITION OF EVIL
New York, July 3. A strange sort
of a fatality seems to have attended
the Journey from this city, of the New
Yorkers who met with an appalling
death In the wreck of the American
n
line express on the London ft Southwestern railway of Salisbury, England, pecially the natives, rushed out
f
Forebodings that a ca- their houses In terror.
yesterday.
More slight
would
moved
them
overtake
lamity
were felt up to eleven o'clock.
the Sentell family, Charles F. Sentell, shocks
The riuake seems to have been
lawyer, his mother and father, Mr. purely
In San Antonio, only
local,
and Mrs. Edward W. Sentell, and two two or three nBfaint tremors were nosisters, teachers In the Brooklyn ticed,
and It was not severo In Magda
Schools, to discuss the subject with
lena. Those who were awake at the
friends just before they boarded the time
main shock was preceded
steamer. Seven other passengers were bv a say the
kind of nremonitory quiver. One
old acquaintance and had traveled
effect of the earthquake w.u
abroad tgether In other years. They J peculiar
that It caused vehicles to roll over l
had planned to noia a rourtn or juty Lfloor
of Cookrj- livery stable.
reunion In London. Only two of the
seven are now alive. John R. McH'llllCen iiinlor Poison Witter.
Donald, the wealthy turfmati. was one
Cairo, Ills., July 2. Poison was put
of this party. He was killed ard his
wife, an Invalid, Is one of the two Into the drinking water at the Singer
Manufacturing company's plant today
survivors.
One of the saddest announcements and four workmen were poisoned. Alla
will recover. It Is supposed that
(Continued oil Page 2, Column I.) drunken painter poisoned the water.
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Exhaustive Analysis Showing Where Operation for Appendicitis Proves Fatal
Millions Voted by Congress

to Man Who Accompanied Thaw

Spent.

Will Be

on European Tour,

Washington. July 2. Representative Tawney, chairman ot the house
committee on appropriations, has prepared a detailed statement concerning the appropriations for the fiscal
year beginning July 1. 1906, made by
congress during the session just closed, in which he claims that the per
capita cost of government in the United States, including federal and state,
Is less than that in any European
country.
Mr. Tawney enters upon an analysis to show the various channels into
of
which the total appropriation
$880,183,301 will be diverted. He begins by deducting the $139,450,415
provided for the sinking fund for the
Panama canal, etc.. showing that the
real appropriation for the conduct of
Ihe government for tin1 Baca) year u
$740,756,886.
To meet this demand
he estimates that the total revenues
(customs, internal revenue and postal) will be $78 1,573,304.
The appropriations as made In the
various supply bills are as follows;
Agriculture, $0, 132,940; army,
diplomatic and consular,
District of Columbia,
fortifications, $5.053,993; Indians, $9,260,400;
legislative, etc.,
academy,
military
$29.741,019;

2;

navy,

pen-

$102,071,650;

sions, $140,245,500; postoffice,
sundry civil, $98,274,574.
Total. $672,9S7,734.
Isthmus canal deficiency. $11,000.-00urgent deficiency, 1906, and prior
years, $16,270,332; urgent deficiency,
additional, 1906, and prior years.
$274.925; deficiency,
1906 and prior
years, $11,573.989. Total regular an$740,106.981;
nual appropriations,
permanent
appropriations,
annual

0;

$880.183.301.

aggregate

appropriation

is

ACCIDENT

ran-Idl-

Take

DEATH OF VALET BEDFORD

$60,000.000 In excess of that for last
Of the various increases, that
of $3,050,250 is made on account of
meat inspection, $1,420,533 on account
of the army; $968,046 to carry the
new consular law Into effect; $1.734,-97- 0
on account of the navy; $1,995,-40- 0
on account of pensions; $10,673.-90- 5
on account of the pottofflce department of which $3,030.000 was for

Special to the Morning Journal.
Farmlngton, N. M., July 2. A lamentable tragedy look place at Cedar
Hill this morning when Mrs. Leonard Boat and her baby met death by
drowning, while attempting to ford
Mrs.
the swollen Las Ananas river.
Uoat and five children, who live just
above Aztec, were driving to Duran-gO- .
They were almost across the
ford, when the kingbolt dropped out
of the wagon, the vehicle collapsed
and its occupants were thrown Into
y
the river. They were carried
down stream by the strong current. By heroic efforts the oldest
boy succeeded In rescuing ills .brotlur
and two sisters from the sv. irllng waters, but was unable to save his mother or the baby. The hitter's body was
found half a mile below and thai of
Mrs. Boat three miles below Cedar
Hill. The boy had been warned by
his father to cross on the bridge, as
the ford was perilous, but thought to
save time by fording.

Cannot

Here's Just a Word or Two to Father
and Mother on the Side.
1

rural free delivery. Of the appropriations made about $31.000,000 was
for. Included in this list
BY SERIES OF SHAKES
NEAR FARMINGT0N unestimated
were the following!
Ten million two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars carried in the statehood act; $1,000,000 for arming and
Dishes Rattle and Plaster Cracks Woman and Child Meet Death Trying equipping the militia; $2,500.000 on
account of the earthquake and lire at
But No Serious Damage
San Francisco; $500,000 on account ot
to Ford Swollen Las
the new quarantine laws; $10,231,600
on account of public buildings.
Animas River.
Is Done,

POPULATION
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1

S.MS

A Jolly Time in
The Old Town on
Saturday Afternoon

Before October.

L

$191,-695,99-

AND

V'

1906.

3,
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$1,664,700;
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FAST AND
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X
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New York, July 2. Thut there Is no
prospect of a speedy trial for Harry
Kendall Thaw, was announced today
by District Attorney Jerome, who returned to town for two dayl to devote
his personal attention to the case. Owing to the fuct that during the summer there are only two parts of the
court of general sessions in session and
that tin' trial will possibly last two or
three weeks, the district attorney decided not to advance the Thaw case on
the calendar. Thaw will hardly be arraigned before October.
The death today of Thaw's valet,
William Bedford, in the Presbyterian
hospital, from complications following an operation for appendicitis, removed an important witness from the
case.

Assistant District Attorney Garvan
today gave out the substance of Ihe
last statement made to him by Bedford.
From him Mr. Garvan said he learned that Thaw was not addicted to the
use of any drug.
Bedford declared
that he had not acted as a "go between" for White to get notes to Mrs.

Thaw.
He had seen no notes passed, he alleged. The Thaw's, he said, never
quarreled. As to the revolver, the valet supplemented his previous state-

ment that Thaw had carried a

revol-

ver for three or four months by stating that Thaw had carried a weapon
for about two years.
In connection
with the European trip Of Thaw and
Miss Nesbit. he said that he had accompanied Thaw, and that Thaw und
Miss .Nesbit had occupied adjoining
connecting rooms.
The only marriage he had heard of.
he said, was one that had taken place
at Pittsburg. Mr. White, he said, had
never called upon Mrs. Thaw to his
knowledge.
Mr. Garvan examined today H. L.
BsrgOrff, the private detective, who
says that for many months he was employed with three assistants by M".
white to guard him and to keep
watrh on a corps of detectives employed by Thaw. Three
detectives
employed by Thaw to watch White for
nhout six months were also examined.
They wi re .1 W Borke, William McDonald anil Harry Raleigh. They, according to the assistant district attorney, had been Instructed by Thaw io
follow White to a steamship pier and
to engage men to pick quarrel! with
him at the pier In order to annoy the

architect.

Arrange to llrenk Coal Strike.
Cleveland. Ohio, July 2. Ohio operators of the Pittsburg Vein Coal district met here today and decided upon
plans to reopen all the mines In th
district immediately following Julv 1.

QUITS RAILROAD MEN

NEW YORK

ON TRIAL FOR

Till:

BE GRINS FOB EVERYBODY

GOOD

GOOD
OLD TOWN

'
;

THERE'LL BE

LEMONADE AND LAUGHTER
FOR TO STRAIGHTEN OCT EACH FROWN;
THERE'LL BE JOLLY JOKES AND JINGLES
AND GLADSOME HIGGLES GAY
WHEN THEY PASS AROUND THE GLASSES
AT THE
'
CHILDREN'S
MATINEE!

to
the next day It rained.
know we told you it would.
maybe you'll believe the HORNING JOURNAL'S PREDICTIONS.
then listen Wo predict for every boy and every girl In this old
next Saturday afternoon one of the very HAPPIEST HALF DAYS
that ever happened. Mark our words.
You've all probably heard of that HOT TIME THEY HAD IN THE OLD

And
You
Now
Well
town on

'
TOWN.
In
Is
to
be
OLD
TOWN
Well this TIME
going
but It won't be hot No,
sirroe. Not on your tintype.
IN THE OLD TOWN
There'll be a COOL TIM
at the MORNING
ED

JOURNAL MATINEE.
Now just to Jog your memory for sometimes little folks have short
memories we'll just say once more that we are talking about the MORNING
JOURNAL'S CHILDREN'S MATINEE in the CASINO at TRACTION PARK
SATURDAY AFTERNOON AT 2:80 O'CLOCK to which every boy and girl in
town under 14 years Is to be taken FREE. GRATIS, FOB NOTHING, by ttío
Morning Journal.
They are all going to get on the street cars at these places:
End of the street car line in Barcias;
Corner of Fourth and Railroad;
West end of Coal avenue viaduct.
They are all going to come In to the Morning Journal office Friday morning between I and 12 o'clock to get their tickets.
At the Casino they are going to sec a glorious funny show by the
3ERGER-GROS- E
BTOCK COMPANY and are going to have all the ICE
COLD LEMONADE THEY CAN POSSIBLY GET INSIDE THEIR BLESSED
LITTLE TUMMIES.
AND THE MORNING JOURNAL FOOTS THE BILLS.
Saturday is going to be YOUNGSTERS' DAY you are all going to bo
IT for Just one day anyhow.
Now wo want to talk to the fathers and mothers, just a little minute 1f
the boys and girls will excuse us. We meant to do all our talking to trie
youngsters this week, but there are a few things we shall have to tell ths
old folks by the way.
In the first place we want to fell them there is not the slightest danger
of some very little boy or extra small maldon getting tired out. There is not
the slightest danger of anybody's darling getting his or her toes tramped
on or having to stand up in a car or being uncomfortable In any way at ell.
We want It understood that we Intend to show the llttlo ones a GOOD
TIME. To do that we shall have to see that they are happy and comfortable
every minute of the time.
There isn't going to be a long face In the whole crowd. And It's going to
be a big crowd, too. Last year we had fifteen hundred llttlo boys and llttM
girls In that big Casino and not even the tiniest got tired out or was left out
of the fun or the lemonade. We put fifteen hundred children on the car
to stand and not one was even
and took them off again and not
crowded. There was plenty of roo.
and plenty of time to get on snd
off and plenty of big people around to help the little ones.
This year ws
are going to take even more pains. The IDEA IS TO HAVE A GOOD TIME
and It's up to us to se. that the good time is forthcoming. We should feel
rather cheap after asking the little people to be our guests to have even one
of them pass an unhappy afternoon.
No, sir. Thut Isn't the MORNING JOURNAL'S way. Not by a long shot.
Some of the old folks who don't know about the Casino ask if it will
be a nice and a comfortable place for the children to spend the afternoon.
Indeed It will be the very best place In town for them that afternoon.
It Is big and cool and airy, and clean, and the seats are comfortable, and
we're going to have a special sparkling Juvenile performance from ths
BEROER-GROSSTOCK COMPANY, which will give the little psople more
pure, unalloyed, unadulterated, healthful fun than they have had for a
month of Tuesduys.
And don't worry about the LEMONADE. We've never seen the smelt boy
or girl yet thut got a real stomach actio from pure, sweet, cold lemonade.
If you think It over you will see that there Isn't a single objection on
earth to having your children go to the MORNING JOURNAL MATINEE.
We started out to tell you how some of you could go along with the
children but, as usual, wo got ahead of our story, snd will hava to wait
until tomorrow.
E

LIFE

REBATING

New York, July 2. The resignation
Chicago, July 2. John N. Fathom
of George W. Perkins us trustee of the and Fred A. Wijnn, former officials of
New York Life, was accepted at a the Chicago and Alton railroad, were
special meeting of the board today. placed on trlul today In the United
Other trustees who resigned and States district court on charge ot
to
Illegal rebates
the
whose resignations were accepted granting
Schwarzschlld and Sulzberger Packing
wore J. A. lilair, U Walters and Norman B. Ream. The following were company of this city. A Jury wub seRM,t tO Travel In ( hllean Warship.
named on new directorate! H. H. Lur-to- n cured in a short time, and the court
Washington,
I'miHiial Weather in Portland
2.
July
Secretary
In the
was
the
counsel
A.
New
A.
Informed
of
that
Nashville;
Haven
of
Portland, Ore., July 2. Unusually
Boot will accept the hospitality of
coverupon
agreed
ease
the
I!. Edward of New
facts
had
city;
George
York
hot weather occurred here today. The
and make a part of his trip
of the In Chile
along the woKt coast of Souih Amerimercury reaching 99 degrees at 6 York city, and Jumes H. Eckels of ed In the first eight counts
only
dictment,
a
and
small
that
Chicago.
ca In a Chilean warship.
United
o'clock this afternoon. An extraordiamount of evidence will be necessary State cruiser Charleston, The
nary feature is that two prostrations
on which
N
GOULD
two
remaining
counts.
under
the
HARBIN
Secretary
will
two
Root
sail for South
other prostration.
occurred. Only
COME TO i XDERSTANDINU
The Indictments charge the defend- America Is too large a craft to work
nre known to have occurred In Port$1
on
granting
a rebate of
San Francisco, July 2. A compro- ants with
Its way along the pussagr from the
land.
mise has been effected between the every car of meat shipped from Its Strait of Magellan
to Valparaiso.
The
City.
In
plant
defendants Chile, and consequent y the Amorlrsn
Kansas
Western Pacific and Southern Pacific
Ileiicd Swindlers Go Tree.
anmoney
was
paid
for
the
sec retary of state and parly will prb-ib- l
olumbus, Ohio, July 2. Attorney in the suit of the former against the claim that
y
other purpose. The Inst two counts of
Pave the Charleston at Sandy
for Thomas I). Fuller, of Columbus, latter for the condemnation of a
emchnrge
the
Indictments
the
that
Point In the Strait of Magellan and go
through the Llvcrmore Pass.
and John S. Jones, of Preseott, Aricompany
were
of
packing
ployes
the
which
dropped
from the
aboard the Chilean
zona, who were Indicted on the charg" The uetlon was
carried by the railroad free of charge can work along the Islands of the
in Judge Ellsworth's court toof using the United States malls to
The attorneys for both pardee because after purchasing tickets In the west coast and mainland, thus shortIn connection with the sale of day.
stock of an Arizona mine, were noti- refused to say what the terms of the; regular way, they would be given re- ening the trip by several hundred
refied today that the Indictments have compromise are, but stated that th ceipts, mid later the amount would be miles and enabling Mr. Root to
to returned by the railroad to Schwarzsmain longer In Chile.
been nolled by Judge Thompson at the Western Puclflc will be allowed
Secretary Root will also visit Lima,
request of United States District Attor- parallel the Southern Puclflc route chlld and Sulzberger, and thut this
constituted u rebute.
the Peruvian capital, and Colombia.
through the puss.
ney McPhcrson.

wn

rlgh'-of-wa-

cat-end- ur

mun-of-w-

ar

New Canal Commission Appointed.

Washington, July t. Because of
the failure of the senate to oonflrm ths
Isthmian canal commission. President
Roosevelt has named a new commission consisting of Theodore P. Shonts,
chairman; John P. Stevens, Governor
Charles E. Magoon, Brigadier General
Peter C. Haines, United States army,
(retired): Mordrcsl Endlcott, civil engineer, United States navy, and Benjamin M. Harrod.
Mr. Stevens repísese General Oewald H. Ernst. Who
retired from active service In the army
last week and will hereafter devote,
practically his entire time to the International waterway commission. Jo.
seph Mm kiln will be secretary of the
commission. Mr. Stevens will continue as chief engineer but wlU not
receive any extra compensation for
his services as u member of the

-
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The BEST
of all Liniments

BREAKS INTO THE
POLICE COURT

Martinet
Al Perca ami Houlihan
f r
. ..uMinJl
at noiiii vestcrdav
..- -'
indulging In a free Bghl n RaAroad
avenue. They appeared before JudR
'ra wf erd at 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon, and as It appeared that Perej
was the aggressor, he was fined $5.00,U
ii mum out at the trial that Pcr
.n
II,mim Perea who killed a man ago
cold blood at Alameda BtsM year?
and who was pardoned out of theto foralter belim sentenced
ty year for murder in the second deof
er.".
Pere was lirst found guiltywas
first decree murder, a? the crime conan atrocious one, but was later
victed of a second degree killing and
yearn by Judge 'oisuit up lor fortypardoned
out a few
lier. He was
ago h u pardons occurred with
startling frequency in Kanta Fe.
fharles Stubbs, the switchman arrested for beating his wife, was fined
Judge Crawford yesterday
$10 by
morning. s'tubbs alleged that he
found his wife In company With anoth- u
er man, and was only teaching her
.aluable lesson.
Two plain untrimmcd drunks were
given five day vach on the. chain gang
1

0

S

T

QUIET DAY

rl

OYSTER
BAY
President
Oyster Hay, N. Y July
ltoosevelt has had his lirst day's rest
and complete relaxation from official
cares since congress assembled
December. All work was barred at
Sagamore Hill today.
ecret
James Sloane. chief of
irrest
Service corps, was placed u
ity ul
this morning as he cam
the
T)i
arrest Wl
Bagamore Hill
ice by
r ult of the int
!!).
service men yester
Leger.
of a man nameil
take a snap shot a
entered his cum;
.

la-i- t

Lenndre

c

GOLQHIZATIQN
IN

HOLY LAND
Y., Jul
Tunnersvllte,
from Dr. Max Xordau, o i1
talnins, a Btrong appe;
pert of the already est kbliahad J'
Institutions in Pale-tienthusiasm at today's
reparation of America
Minii interest was alsI
i ommnnicaUon from
burgh, head of ttl I'
slori, which pointed o
Industrial ami agrh ult
of Palestine. Parti, ul
laid upon the favor. .1
evlncd toward the
Hot) company In Pales
iiiiinit
kish aovarnment Th
ommeruled the organization of
anil agrie
niercla!, Indu-trla- l
syndicates for the exploration
i . atmrcaa of pateatlne
.

n

marra' Terrible Esperten
heir

July I. After
London.
a
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i
Ihe

-

doc valley. (Wales)
era of trie ix Impi

eued alive tolnv
were found. The
doubte. My dead,
cued alive were
and had
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MINIMIS
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lender

Parllaniciitarv
other '"" Hope to conaurl
Govemnent.
St. Petersburg. July 2. Ivan
h. the veteran leader of the
pre
Ittera movement who had been
from taking i
vented bv
prominent part In the debaten In U
lower house of parliament, 'ul
notw ithslan.JIng Is a factor of
weight In the councils of the
constitutional democratic party. In an
Interview granted to the Associate.
Press today expressed his conviction
present cabthat th downfall of the and
declare I
inet had been decided,
his fullest confidence that the coming
of a responsible parliamentary ministry Is at hand.
Emperor Nicholas. M. Petrunke-vlt.- h
said, might and possibly would
and
attempt to stave off the Inevitable more
endeavor to form another but
liberal bureaucratic ministry, but III
helplessness (o face (he situation ii
view of the hostile altitude of pailii,

an.1
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Petrunkevltch

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

UST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

25c, SOc. and

$1 a BOTTLE.

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for
& HARNESS SORES.
RING-HON-

E

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OK BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO

SUBSTITUTE.

he.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

PICNIC PARTIES

T H E
BANK OF COMMERCE

OUR SPECIALTY

N.M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

F

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

We have the largest stock

CAPITAL, S150.0M.M.

to select trom, and you
will have no trouble
selecting your lunch
goods from our
large stock

Of fleers and Directora:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.

W. J. JOHNSON,
and uasnier.
GEORGE ARNOT.
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
O. E. CROMWELL.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
3. C. BALDRIDGE.

sii, vu,

W. 8. ETR1CKLER,
Vice-Preside- nt

Canned Meats, Bottled Picklea
Bottled Olives, Preaervea, We

MEXICO

carry the largeat line o preaerves in New Mex Canned Flah of
all klnda.FreahClieete, Smoked
-

Meats and Sausage. Boiled Ham

The Ideail Summer Resort

DIRECT

BERRIES

FROM

"SEE THE UNITED STATES," but remember tbat no tour

593.

FINANCE

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR

Ai

mm

rr I'..

f'flMF.
v.1I1....... TO ITS
tut first irollltr to
Los Angeles, saving li hours la transit
This iirranirenirnt hrluRs the berrispoilt
.condition, not
es In excellent ...
rrli, 11U11 wn
i..
" Oil.' rtllli.i.K Lii.i"!
insuring
doubly
hairies in iced crates
perfection.
if fou want perfect flavored berri
es in perfect eunonton onier 01 us.

AI1I1
rt.1,1.'

COMMERCE

DOOBT-Et-

.

a

a

.

of the Southwest or West is complete unless you nave
included a side tripe to Mexico, via

THE PATCH TO US

I'EIC S GOOD CO 1.1 ROOT REEK
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

AND SCALDS.

1.1

u-

THE MEXICAN

RAILWAY

CENTRAL

.11

FDR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OYER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CIT- ADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

Wall Street.
New York, July 2. The load of
selling which the stock market had to
carry seemed allffhtly mitigated during thi early trading today and the
uneasiness of the. bears whii'h was
caused ly tnis iaci. maue u.e
feverish "md uneven for a time umier
g
the coniiii tins Influences of the sell-Inand demand from the shorts to
cover. Closing quotatloni:
Amalgamated Copper
laSi?
Sugar
ll g
Anavondu
I6
Atchison
Va
do preferred
218
New Jersey Central

nm

CheaapeaKe

ohio

&

l'aui, praf erred

,st.

1

Erli
Int.

preferred

ai

Missouri Pacific .1
New York Central

FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

A
A

VOPCOULD'NT BUY A
BETTER LINIMENT IF
yOU TRIED IT'S THE
lil'.ST, AND NEVER PAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

CURBS SORE THROAT.
PI T A TEASPOONFUL IN
OF
A
WATER & GARGLE Often.

Pennsylvania
tít. Louis & San Francisco.
ond preferred
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
do preferred
Western Union
United States Bonds
Refunding !'a, registered
do coupon
New 3's, registered
do coupon
Old 4's, registered
do coupon
New 4's, registered
do coupon
Money on call, at a H
prime mercantile paper, at
cei)t; silver, 6f. V ',4c.

MORNING

103
103
102
103
102
102
12
129

-

JOURNAL

T. F. & P. A.,
San Antonio, Texas.

G. P. JACKSON,

F. BERNA, Coin. Agt.,
El Paso, Texas.

J. C. McDONALD,
W. D. MURDOCH, P. T. Mffr.,
Mexico City, D. .

aTTrri?nTia

VI

TO

Vs,.

.T.

POST AC!)

V4

cent;

i

5

il pot

Wire

Garden

Window

Tools

Screen

Cotton and

Galvanized
Poultry

Rubber

Netting

Hose

il

.

Spelter was
at M.76Ó5.H locally. locally.
The
quoted nominal at $6.00
London market declined 2s 6d W Hi.
c.
50
Silver, 65 Vie. Mexican dollars,

ALSO RUB THE OUTSlDIv
WITH Till: LINIMENT.

ftrtragrr Boded of Trmle.
g
Chicago, July 2. Henerui pruui.-lakluIn wheat, corn and oats caused
weakness here today In those markets
n the local exchange.
to 81 'c, sold
wheat opened - at
to
(!
and then
up to 81

8epr

ltC

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEO IN YOURSELF OK IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PBNBTRATB8 the FLESH,
GIVES QUICK RBLIBF
AND A POSITIVE CURB.
IT ON
MECHANICS
THEIR WORK BENCH
NEÍ--

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD. RUB IT IN WBLL

de-line-

ñau
5leS

top

ufti'--c

ose was

ai

b- -c

City Live Stock.
re
Cllv .Tniv 2. Cattl
ceipts, 14.000; market, strong, Native
steers,
steers $4.00i6.00; southern $2.00
southern cows.
Hlfi I 6. 00; rows
and heifers, $2.00 W
3.60; native
6.30; Mockers ana teeners, $2.75íí
Ktinsa-

-

Hulla

western

1" 604. 00; calves, 12.50
steers, $3. i 5 dv 5.4 0; wes

tern cows, $2.404.25.
market,
6,000;
receipts.
Sheep
steady. Muttons, $5.00 6.50, lambs.
41
$6.50 8.00; range wethers, $5.00
g.60; fed ewes, $1.60

W

A Full

N

Liic of Iroi and Wood Beam Plows

-7

35io in-

Garden

v

w
temher corn opened at
c
and
MUc sold off to
September oats
at 51 c.
closed
u Sfilip to 36!it)c. sold off
and closed at
to

ti

A. G. P. A.,

M'INTOSH HARDWARE CO

Conner ad
Tniv
15s for spot and S1
was
for futures. Locally the market
at
dull and nominal with lake quoted 2B
118. 60St 19.00; electrolytic, at $18.
$18.00H8-2.rlS.f,2 : casting, at
at
Lead was lower abroad, closing
tit) Is M. but remained unchanged
x-

.

BRING RESULTS.

II

The Metals,
ü

vanced 10s to

.

For rates, illustrated booklets and full information,
call or write,

WANT ADS

3:i vt

1

1

cat"

C.

!2

a

train and Pullman service daily without change.
ion
New rullman liroiier ana unmet cars in opeianuii.
can have choice of routes, going and returning via El Paso ;
in via El Paso and out via Torreón and Eagle Pass, or vice
versa, thus covering the best of Mexico..

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

Mall

41
64 yt

.

v.,

ii

a

Up-to-da- te

Grocery Co.

"Good Things to

HH
.15

71
88
128
122

Jaffa

The

6i m
4fi.

MIIOUKh

a

V4

( V

Colorado & Southern
do first preferred
do seem i preferred

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.

POR PAINS ACHES
SOKE MUSCLES.

cs

Big Four

The ONLY line reaching nearly every important city of the
Lane cnapaia, anu f uernavaca,
Republic, buatlalajara ana Tt
the most famous health and pleasure resorts of Mexico.
Guana juanto, the "Show Town" of Mexico; historical and
intensely interesting; as well as being one of the greatest
mining centers of the world today.

RASPBERRIES
STRAWBERRIES
LOGAN BERRIES
BLACKBERRIES
BLACK RASPBERRIES
Now oil the Market.

'tis

s. no.

Chlcngo Live Slock.
Chicago, July 2. Cattle receipts.
21 00; market, strong to 10c higher.
steers. $4.006.10.
Common to prime
$3.00ii 4. SO; heifers. $2.754D
cows
bulls, $2.760 4 26 calves. $5.50
6 25'
6 60; stockers and feeders. $2.75ffi
16,000; market
Sheepreoelpts.
4 60
strong. Sheep. $4.250)6.36; yearling,
$6.006,26; snom lamos,

II

I

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

fák

ft

R. P. HALL. Proprietor
Ore, Coal,
Iron and Brasa Casting,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grate
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columnsand Iron Fronta for UuildInga, Repairs on Mining ana
Millln- - Machinery In Our Specialty

AT YOUR SERVICE

Consider us at your service In
plumbing gas fitting, or, in fact, all
work in our line, which wo execute In
the most skillful manner at moderate
prices. If you need your steam heating apparatus or furnace overhauled
telephone us.
We carry the Finest Line of
Garden Hose in the City.

FOUNDRY

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 671
412 Weat Railroad Ave., Albuquerque
STANDARD

Bast Sitie Railroad Track. Albnonerque

DoYourEyesTioubleYou?

;

REFORM BIFOCUDS

6.00.

St. Louis Wool.
Wool market,
St. Louis, July
steady. Territory and western mediImpracticable, ums. 242Hc; fine medium, 20 24c;
Hss than the fine,' 1620c.

and
found fantastic
sit Hailed with nothing
Immediate reitllsatloii of Ihe ideal oí a
constituent assembly and a socialist
ministry attempting to
A
republic
Include all the parties In parliament
would be too discordant to be successful.
The support or tne peasant members of the group of toll would not
had be excluded.

no mlnstry except a fully responone wdected by parliament or
sible
MttN
with
npoke
but
democrats
with that body
In ;u ovl
persons
that
It
was
evident
ooaltlveneas that
would be acceptable. Any other minmore
on
were
based
expectations
his
or coalition, would
the general sit- istry, burcaui ratlc
definite grounds than
meet Ihe mime treatment us the exlst-Inj- c
he
that
apparent
is
it
and
uation,
cabinet, and the conatlttlUonal
with
and his friends oreatfully In touch
dcmocraU would refuse to be a part)
he developments constitutionalaimdem- to It. Re was. he said, opposed to
to enlist the
with the .oclaliul
new ministry. any

ocratic support for the
roundly clement in purllamtnt, whom
M Petrunkevltch declared

FOR

Accounts of Individuals, Firms, and Corporations Solicited. . Interest
Paid on Six Months Deposits at Rate of 5 per cent per annum.

CAMPING AND

OUICKLY HEALS BURNS

Ignor-

i

e

-

GREATEST EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN".
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

Forefathers.

ance of any direct negotiations
the emperor and Ihe eonitllu-tlona- l thai

.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr, Vice President; J. B. Herndon,
President;
O N. Marrón,
J. A. WeinCashier; Roy McDonald, AaaUtant Cashier; L A. Dye,
man, E. A. Miera, F. H. Strong. Jay A. Hubbs, and D. H. Cams.
a

to
Is prepared
The undersigned
make trips to and from the celebrated
JEMEZ HOT SriilNCS. Any information desired can lie secured from
George H. Moore, No. 113 West Rail
road avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
EU1EKA WHITE LIME WTLL
SOT CRACK. POP OR BLISTER;
ARCHITECT
ON YOCR
INSIST
u
SPECIFYING IT. 1IAHH
National Cash Registers.
E. M. Howard, sales agent for the
National Cash Register Co., of Day-ton. Ohio. Is at the Klite hotel to re
main until July HI. Automatic 'phone.

The LINIMENT of our

Its exist

professed

GOOD POR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUT.
WARD AILMENTS of DOGS

Surplus and Undivided Profits

"Good Things to Eat"

GOODS

$100,000.00
15,000.00

Capital

GROCERY COMP'Y

LUNCH

New Mexico

of Albuquerque,

e,

lWssKNCKlt TELLS OF
FRIGHTFUL SPEED OF THAIS
London, July 2. The London news-to
papers today discus- - the disaster
the Plymouth express train and the
rumors of a speed competition. Great
attention is devoted to the evidence rt
George A. Stracih, of Itoston, Mass.. m
a published Interview to the effect tint
the speed or tne train n "
to
that he had a strong Inclination
pull the alarm cord, but that on advice of friends he refrained from doing so.
Gmin lull Out With Frunce. to- Madrid. July 2- .- Premiar Morret
it of the rut
day confirmed th
ture of Spanish comme rclal relations
with Switzerland and France. Jules
Cambon, the Frem h ambassador at
.Madrid, is conferring with Premier
Morret on the matter.
KT.tr.rc to .TRMKZ SPRINGS.

IT PENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THISOLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

THE JAFFA

I.,

CURES QUICK BECAUSE

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

even r Finance
KokovsofT or anyone els- Minister
were rash enough lo attempt its
M.

(Continued P"n lseJFolimuiJL)
to New
which the cable broughtmessage
reYork yesterday was the
from his
ceived by Judjre Hugro
saydaughter Mrs. Frederick Cossitt.
ing she would return to New York
with the body of her husband. The
Cossitt wedding was one of the most
notable June weddings.
Lloyd-Georg-

MEXICO

NEW.

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

nt

For DEEP SEATED PAINS
APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

nfrT Tfr rTkllTl AH.U7

w a

ALBUQUERQUE,

DISASTER

OF SALISBURY

David
London,
president of the boardaecl-de-of
Salisbury
trade, refrring to the
in the house of commons today,
has, I
aid: "This terril'l" accident
am sure, evoked Ihe ke."n sympathy,
of this house an.l the entire nation
friends and relatives of the
with
..... the orH
thn snnlVOrS." He Said
an inspector of the board of trade
'
had rone to the scene uui ww
port had not yet been received.

HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CI TS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

10.

3,

VICTIMS

OVER

thorough
July

A QUICK

IT IS

IÑfTEXÍCÁÑT

him in the face.

OF JEWS

NQUEST

.

--

BOAI1D OF TRADE TO MAKE

AGAIN

INTO TROUBLE

h re.

6o Years

n Use For Over

GETS

MURDERER

PARDONED

'

!

PEREft

CT

Tuesday. duty

MORNING JOUKNSE

KEBUQUERQUE

(THE

L
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W. E. MAUGER

WOOÜ

Mauger A Avery
Boston
West Gold Avenue, Albuquerque

Representing
S21

EXAMINE THEM PHEE
Pair of Classes Pitted GuarNo
anteed Absolutely Correct.
Guessing Scientific Methods
ONLY USED.
I

I'.very

O.D.
C.H. CARNES,
Optician
Graduate

Wllh H. Ynnow

"4

R. R. Ave.

vj4lJL.

COMBINES
TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
NOTHING TO BREAK
OB INTERFEieE
WITH THE
K.
S I CUT.

LENS.
APAKT

iwxuim iurivU oi
BRRRRR, flPTITAT

(0

j.

hid
m

Tuetay, July

3,

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.

tM.

SÍII1S FE S

There are many causes of nervousness, but
poor blood heads the list. The doctors call
it ai.imia. The blood lacJts red corpuscles.
At your first opportunity, consult your doctor
about taking Ayer's Sarsaparilia. Ask him if he has anything better for weakness, debility, nervousness. If he has, take it. If not, take Ayer's Sarsaparilia.
W St uo iicreti W publish
J.C.AyrCo..
Otu pll mat s nat you are after .heformula.
u.
of,n ou. miuine. i

GOOD CAREFULLY GUARD

SHOWING FOB

GOAL

Nervous?

IB'

ON COMMON

EQUIVALENT

J

TO

NEW RULES ADOPTED

STOCK
PER CENT

11

.I,I

Rakes, Plows,

Lighting Hay Press

111

3

i

two-stor-

y,

J. KORBER.

O'RJELLY'S

& CO.

75

cents.

C. A. HUDSON
Wait Taper

Sold by all druggists.

ana

a

TRIMBLE

Kayser and

THE ECONOMIST
--

Albuquerque's

Brightest

m,TtlVtofXTÍ
at this J'torwhy
misrepresentation
this

assortment, keeping a sharp lookout for new styles. We allow no
and obliging. If you aro ""sure pay" you can have goods charged, paying monthly.

Japanese

White Washable

is

Stll(.--t '. .

and

Silk

Gloves.

Amsterdam
Colors,

black, white, tan, modes
Our regular 65c line.

Best Store- -

To close

timeiy sale of these wanted fabrics. Soft, cool, washable, white Habutai
Silks, for which there are so many summer uses.
These are of especially
good quality anil at extremely low prices. It Is one of the best events this

(!0c

Habutai at
Habutai at
Habutai at
Habutai at
KabUtsi, at
at

Washable
He Washable
11.16 Washable
$1.3.1 Washable
90c Natural Pongee
27-in-

36-In-

36-In-

25r--

4íí!
Olio
OSf

$1.10
75c

h,

THacKaffetas and Japanese
(Only dependable Silks can be secured
8 lie Black Taffeta
at
$1.25 Black Taffeta
at
$1.2." Black Taffeta,
extra Quality, at
$1.50 Black Taffeta
superior finish, at
60c Black Japanese silks, waterproof,
at
85c Black Japanese Silk, waterproof,
at

In

SUKs

26-in-

h,

h,

h,

out, choice

BOr.

& Co.,

AT

0c

$1.10
4k.'
08c

The most desirable of this season's wool fabrics
60c quality Cream Mohair,
at
$1.00 quality Cream Mohair,
at
$1.25 quality Cream Mohair,
at
$1.25 quality Cretm Sicilian,
at
$1.00 quality Cream Serge,
at
$1.25 quality Cream Serge,
at
$1.35 quality Cream Serge,
at
h,

h,

h,

h,

."Of

7óe
95o
O.V
7,"c

9.V
$1.10

White Goods

. . .
, . .
Our stock includes everything new in the thin fabrics and we have marked all
these goods at an exceedingly low price.
2rc, 3,'w, 50c, 5c, 75c, Hie and $1.00
Dotted Swisses, all size dots, at
Scotch Swisses, well covered figures, worth 75c per yard, at
50c
Silk Muslin, finely mercerized, In cream and white, worth 50c per yd, at. .8.c
Fancy Figured Walstlngs, In all new weaves nnd designs, al 25c, 35c, 10, 50c
French Lawns, sheer and fine, 45 Inch wide, at 25c, :15c, 50c 75c $1,00, $1.25
MÓ
India Linon, 36 Inchs w'ide, a 20c quality, for
Piques, nil size widths; at
25c 3.V. Me and $1.00
White Cotton Voille, 36 Inches wide; regular 25c value. Special at.... 10c

LOflG CLOTH SPECIAL

goods. Sale pHec special, yd,. .10c
or 36 Inch Long Cloth, regular 12',-jCoventry Long Cloth, pieces of 10 yds, reg. $1.50 per plore, Special, yd $1.25
Berkeley Long Cloth, 40 Inch wide, pieces of 10 yds, regular $3.00 per
piece. Special, per yd
$2.25
4

Women's Lingerie Watsts

s-- j

$. 75
35c
75c

Sharply deduced

75c

None ro-iTo clear stock quickly of .ill our Parasols.
serví
all go. Our entire stock divided Into lots to close

65c

out

25c

d;

i

is

follows:

$1.50
Values up to $3.00, at
$2.50
Values up to $4.00, at
$3.50
Values up to $7.50, at
$5.00
LOT No. 4 Values up to $10.00, at
bllilrcn's Parasols are likewise minced to close.
I.' IT No. 1
T No. 2
I.( T No. 3

1,1

DECIDED WASH (OODS HEDI (TK)NS
Some of

our best grades selected for quick selling and

marked at popular prices.
While Llnn Suitings with embroidered dots and small
figures, light and medium weight, formerly 75c, now
50c
reduced to per yard
Figured Organdies, light and dark grounds,
Sh'
many dainty patterns. Reduced from 25c to.... HO
Knlekcr Suitings, suitable for mountain and children's
wear, strong nnd durable, per yd
Sftc
Plain Colored Solsetles, plain or with embroidered
dots, this season's most desirable fabric, per yd..8.V
i

IWIIK INOINQ JUN. 301

Lingerie Waist marked $2
Lingerie Waist marked $:t
Lingerie Waist marked $4
Lingerie Waist marked $5
for any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $7.50
for any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $8.50
for any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $10

35 for any Women's
SI 75 for any Women's
50 for any Women's
:. 15 for ar.y Women's

si

S.Y 75

Fancy Parasols

at a very decided reduction.

$5.75 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $7.50
$7.50 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $10
810 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $12.50
flMO for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $15
$10 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $20
$10.50 for any Wofnen's Wash Dress Suit marked $25
All Finest Dresses and Suits Heduced in Proportion
All Wash Skirts al n Special Reduction This Week

$l. Ml

1.25 each

-

Department Specials

Ready-1o-tue- ar

the bargain Table

$1.00

b'm-

We are scrupulously careful about nuall-ar- e
not undersold ipialily considered. We carry large and varied
or youi money back. (Mir sales people are instructed to be courteous
nw them to accumulate.

Women's Wash Dresses

Umbrella Sale best you ever bought at the price for
tiny are all $2.00 values made to retail at $2.00, but
surplus lots
an iindei'priee purchase of the maker's
conies straight to us at. JUST HALF therefore $2.00
Umbrellas are yours at 91.25 apieceJust 68 of them
by actual count made of the well wearing Gloria Silk
splendid variety of handles best paragon frames
made for sun or rain $2.00 Umbrellas in every way at
the KCOiNOMIST while they remain at

CREAM VHESS GOODS
h,

Journal Building.

. . .

this section)

27-In-

h,

l

On

department has ever announced.
35c Washable

tin

We have no use for old goods, and will not
thoroughly satisfied with their purchases. W
tun has the name of being reliable satisfaction

UM'B'RELLAS

A

users make the statements. What they
Is that It will positively cure
diarrhoea, dysentery, pnlns In tho
noventomncb and Sofreís nnd has by
aU
licen known to fall. For sale
druggists.
Counter Sales Books.
,We are In a position now to hand
your orders for counter sales books.
Call us up and we will be pleased to
Automatic 'phon:1
Hive you estimules.

CANDY
BULK; KTOltE.

The Soda Thirst

i

Whv you Should J'hop

do claim,

HOME-MAD- E

BINDERS, MOWERS

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

g

CKl'.s

l! WHEAT

ac-g-

Buttor Length, Black
or White Silk
Gloves,
with handsome lace tops
extra length;
while
they last, at per pair $2

Conviction.

WALTON'S

I

M.MANDELL

--

lfl

When Maxim, the famous guncomplaced his gun before a
mittee of Judges, he stated its enrrv-In-ho
power to be much below what
felt sure the gun would accomplish.
The result of the trial was then lee
a great surprise, Instead of a disappointment. It Is the same with the
manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Itemedy. They
do not publicly boast of all this remedy will accomplish, but prefer to let

II. S. lilthgow

Estate

4.ss4.s'

A.-

Bookbinders,

FLEISCHER

a

Price

flfty-oaln-

12K.

A.

we know you look ten years younger
than many of your neighbors who arc
really younger than you arc.

(1

MooYst

x

Hagan' s Magnolia Balm

XCE li.WV
says Attco- -

Mo--

1

$3-50-

Do you keep these tints in your lace ?
If vou are one of the wise women who
use

or

Claims Often furry the

--

ow-th-

white of youth.

Washington
neral Moody fias oirecieu mainumsuits be brought against a large
railroad companies to recover
her
snfo'y
of the
V tin tit s for violation
Inn Ihronirh failure to
nppll:
keep their equipment In proper condl
lion. The largest numuvi
tlonl attributed to any road Is line
the Atlantic Coast
Wl
railroad company.
Ann ng IN roaos man defendants
are tin áitrthlann. ToneKfl ind Santa
Chicago, Burlington and qiunc
railroad. Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul, Chicago, ROOR Island and
and North western,
clfle.
WO
Coloraib & Southern,A Denver
ftAuth
western.
01
i.,a,t
.
:
Grande, i
Missouri Pacific Muscatine North and
South railroad, nauonui ui
'
railway. Northern I'acnic, mo urn
Los
Pedro,
San
Springs.
SOU
Pa
and
Angeles and Salt hake railroad.
A

--

T

$13,200,194
equal to 12.94 per cem nooutstanding corn$102.000.000
company.
nion lock of the Atchison

ney

I

A Pound Magazine
Is worth a dozen lying around loose.
We can bind them in attractive form
Do not be afraid to use
littk
for $1.00. Better bindings a little
For instance- higher. Just call Automatic "phone whitewash in the poultry house.
not
Let
bo
old
all
hens.
ketp
128 and we will be glad to talk over
lets take their place, except
OUTING SUITS- - Sirart, t vlish things in genuine
your magazine proposition.
breeders and mothers.
It. S. l.illigou & Co.,
blue and black Serges and Flannels
Homesspuns,
Too much salt In the food prod
Bookbinders,
Journal Building.
too great thirst, often resulting
superbly made, ready to put on and wear, and they will
STOP AT THE WHITE ELE- ruptured t rop. Season same as for
wear $7.00 to $20.00.
PHANT OJJ YOUR. WAY HOME AND your own eating.
e
be
not
should
al
The
THY
chickens
MU.NCHENEIt-lioOF
t
;i,ss
NEGLIGEE SHIRTS A particularly extensive
BRAi BEER,
if od to run out tulth the hen for
first week or two, as (hey will get
choice assortment in all the new fabrics 50c up to
and
The Fraternal Union of America tired and he unable to follow,
paid Filommena Pallltllno, widow of
Hice, which can be bought.
if
VMM
Qastotl Pallldino, the sum of $1,121. SO cracked
or broken, from grocers at
through the local secretary, Mrs. Ida. fifteen to twenty pounds for a dollar,
NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY.
UNDERWEAR,
M. Mason.
is a capital food for chicks.
tempting
prices for best
sold
All
at
HEADGEAR
Equal parts of vinegar ami lukewarm water, used morning and even
Notice.
goods.
grade
All barber shops will close at
ing as a wash. Is excellent in cases of
chicken-poclock. Wednesday, July Ith.
and swelled head.
Your honest dollar will always find an honest bargain
Boiled potatoes and beef scraps In
Edorhcimcr Stein & Co.
proportion to four parts of pota tool
here.
to one part of beef scraps arc said to
be the best and cheapest feed for
producing eggs.
fteal
One writer says that a good fee?
and Loans,
Manhattan Skirts
for young ducks Is a mixture of one- -'
Crotsrttfj.soand
Fire Insurance,
half each of corn meal and middlings,
Bar Id Wilson
$4.00 Shoes
to whit h add by Weight itn twelfth of
Skirts
Surety Bonds.
Danlcp Hals
or blood- bejf scrap, ground
Jag U nder-wia- r
Nettleton's Shoes
South Second Street.
meal.
Automatic 'Phone 328.
Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque
Our western corn yi lows llu Hi
SALE.
mage and legs of birds d on it. This
roilframe,
$l,Sno.
bath, electric; bothers exhibitors of l lte phtl laged
lights, lot 50142. in Highlands.
a re trou- breeds, but eastern bre d
$2,000
brick cottage, good bled to gel color cnou
in the lr
cellar, barn, etc., S. Edith street.
of their Plymouth tto
$2,100
brick cottage, well their corn is paler.
built, N. Eighth street.
it a
Some ailing fowls
dental
$4,000 Two good houses, 5 lots, cess
and al it. They
shade trees, room fur two more better,to borax
o a correspondent
withe to
houses; close In; N. Sixth street,
II he better f
mmx regular$2,250
modern adobe, well know
to, N
It is a
cucme. The SICK
built, nicely finished, large grounds,
need ri liedles. Tl Well ma
bo
Good outbuildings, trees nnd shrubby
drugs.
made
Borax is a
It hns come and we were never
bery.
Fouth ward.
nor
and
sweetener
and would
better nble to entertain It.
$3,000
cement fin- - for diarrhoea caused
by
ayed
food,
FIGURE WITH Ü8
ish dwelling, bath, etc. close in.
Treat your throat at
fattening
In
poultry
il
an item to
$2,200
frame dwelling, on keep
our
fountain.
beautiful
possible,
as
as
quiet
them
Put
corner close in, lot 75x142, fine
them In a pen when there Is not much
shade trees.
light
and
feed
all
they
them
eat
will
A fine piece of business property
for five times a day
for a few days, and
sale.
Some good ranches for sale close to they will soon get fat and plump. It
pays well to fatten poultry sent to
city.
as they take on weight very
$2,600
brick cottage, bath, market,
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60s rapidly for a few days after being
confined.
142; N. Second street.
$1,300
frame, new, barn,
NEW- lfellvv faille Sliioitielim
shade trees, city water, high loca- May's heaviest shipments of cattle
tion.
O'RIEIiIiYS SPECIAL
$2,000
frame cottage, hath from the territory were 12,089 head
etc.; S. Arno street.
from the Oeming district. Inspected
AMERICAN BEAUTY
$1,100
frame cottage, bath by Inspector Johnson; 3.304 head
from the Socorro district. Inspected by
iectric lignts, clone in.
CHEBIIY SISTERS
$6,500 4 double houses, cloae in. In- Inspector Tucker 1,948 head from the
by
Inspected
come $80 per month; a good invest- Alaniogordo district.
ment. Half cash, balance on time at Inspector Latham; 1.5SS head from
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
Corner Firsr Street and Copper Avenue.
8 per cent.
Inspected by
the Portales district,
$3,300
brick, suita- Inspector Stone. Inspector Tyson In
ble for rooming or boarding house specie d and DMsed 1,385 cattle at the
as4-sson Highlands.
Texas line Into New Mexico.
$2,600
frame, bath, electrlo
IWWIIH
Every tittle Bit Helps
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142,
ifít
f?
pis
But the use of, special ruled blanks
Fourth ward.
$1,300
frame, near shops.
and books In your office work helps a
$2,250
frame cottage; mod- "big bit." Never thought of It? Ju d
ern conveniences, trees and shrub- try It. Give us your Ideas and we will
bery, corner lot, 50x142.
be pleased to draw up the plans for
Jap-a-La- c
$3,300
brick cottage; modern books and blanks and give estimate 4, W. L.
CO
well built; largo cellar; good barn;
II. s. Uthgotv Sk Co.,
trees and lawn; fine location. West
Freo Booklet on the "Proper
Bookbinders,
LIVERY, FEED AND TRANSFER
Journal Building.
Tijeras road.
Treatment, of Floors."
STABLES......
$2,700
frame dwelling with
M I' CBENE K ITÓ F BBAt1 BEEB
modern conveniences; well built. S. AT THE WIIITi: EEEPHAJÍT.
if
Uirst Class Tnrnonts at Reason,
Arno st.
118 NORTH SECOND 5TR.FET
able Rates.
Money to Loan on Good Heal Est at
PRESTI OPT EI OWERS.
2
IVES THE EEOBIST.
Old Phone
New Phone 122.
at Low Rates of Interest.

i

Vf,nr
Thi is

VIOLATORS

This store is amply prepared to supply your every
want in this connection with the essentials and also
the lesser "fixings," and at prices consistent with good
quality.

RAISER

The conciliation board was created
in 1903. to carry out and enforce the
award of the anthracite coal commission, and has just been continued in
power for another three years by the
agreement between the anthraiite operators and their employes.
The
board consists of three general manigera of three principal
anthracite
goal companies, and three representatives of the mine employes, who are.
in fact, the three district presidents of
the United Mine Workers' organizaron in the anthracite region.
The action of the board in going
town into a mine this week to inspect
the workings and decide a dispute
aver the payment of three miners is
in Interesting example of the fidelity
with which the the board a seeking to
ecure exact justice between mine
workers and mine owners.
Three miners from Colliery No. 5
of the Delaware & Hudson company
it Plymouth,
Pa., complained that
they were not being properly paid
ng
v
for remo
"bottom bone," a sub- stance resi smblln
coal found in one
of the veins in this dlii'
Thf board
disagreed,
considered the matter,
and appointed
Labor Commissioner
Nell as umpire, He decided that the
miners should b paid for taking up
"bone."
The Delaware
Hudson company,
acquiesced in th
decision, and set
lb OUt carrying it into effec t, but a new
dispute has arisen as to what is
"bone" and what is coal, the miners
claiming that the decision of umpire
N'ell
is being disregarded, and the
company replying that it is paying for
die removal
of'bone," but will not
pay extra for coal claimed to be
"bone."
The managers and the district pros- -

Total available for common stock current fiscal

oitosw dispatch

FOR

of.

$11,696,753
Total Income
Tune earnings unchanged from
l.r,03.43
last year

TO PUNISH

No matter where you go, when you go, or how long
you stay, you'll need to Ik; provisioned properly with
Clothing and Furnishings to enjoy complete comfort.

i

Wilkes Parre. Pa.. July .'. To expedite Its work the board of conciliation lately adopted and njw makes
public a new set of rules. Cases will
no longer be permitted to drag along
from month to month for want of
prosecution. As In a court of law.
the complainant will hertafter be
vjompelled to prove his ease promptly
ar withdraw It. If he fails to appear
it the time spec ified for a hearing, or
presents Insufficient evidence the case
will be dismissed at once.
If a
falls to appear, the facts alleged In the complaint will be assumed by the board to be true. Whenever
there Is an accumulation of cases the
board will remain In session from day
to day until all business is disposed

1

NEED- S--

idents of accordingly decided to put
aside other demands on their time, NOTES Of INTEREST TO THE
don jumpers anil overalls and go into
the mines. They will inspect the disputed feam and say whether It is
AMATEUR POULTRY
"bone" or coal. Bone resembles coal
In everthlng except In percentage of
carbon.

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS

At mklnlght Saturday night the fiscal year of practically all the railroads In the United States, Canada
and Mexico came to a close. With few
exceptions, the exhibits of these corporations will be the best made public In many years and In very many
cases new records, both for gross and
net earnings, will be shown.
Throughout the year the Atchlso.i,
Topcka & Santa Fe earnings hav
been particularly gratifying. The
increases In gross earnings
clearly Indicate that the company has
enjoyed a much larger traffic than va;
handled during the previous twelve
months. The correspondingly large
gains in the net earnings, as clearly
show that the company was preparo 1
t.l handle advantageously the business
offered.
The earnings made public for the
month of May showed Increases amom:
the largest, if not the largest, ever given out by the Santa Fe management.
Men who re in a position to watch
closely the earnings of this company
expect that the June figures will indi-cat- a
substantial increases in both the
gross and net. but do not believe that
the gains will be as large as that of
corresponding
May last over the
month "f W0.5, It may he stated thst
the almost phenomenal Increases for
May were obtained after compari,
this year's figures with excellent returns of May last year.
AtchiFor the fiscal year, 1905, theearnings
son pamplet report showed
)
on the common stock, equivalent t
Interests which üf
5 93 per cent.
making advance estimates with respect to the figures that will be offi- a
cially reported for 1908, believe thatretrifle more than 11 per cent will be
ported for the common.
Santa Fe officials say that there Is
no longer any occasion for anxiety
v ith respect to the. wheat crop in the
Interritory served by their company,
OklaIn
wheat
the
as
all
asmuch
of
homa is cut. and the same Is true
while
the southern counties In Kansas,
in the northern counties the harvesting or that crop will have been completed within the next two weeks.
They also say that corn in the Santa
fe territory promises well for this season of the" year and that cotton In
Texas Is doing well also.
The next dividend action on Atcht-incommon stock will not be taken
October.
until the first Wednesday In
in
and the disbursement will ne mane
December next. For several ofweeks
UM
prior to the April meeting
the
board when the last dividend on
pretty
common was declared, it was
generally understood In well Informed
circles that no increase in the rate
would be made at that time, but tint
if this season's crops turned out well,
higher rate in October might be
i
looked for with considerable confidence The returns of the last fiscal
year along seem to justify more than
If
4 per cent on the common stuck.
general business continues good, and
If the crops arc ns satisfactory as ar
now expected, the resources of the
Inrrens -Sania Fe will be materially first
Wed
10
the
and
June
between
nesday In October. So far as can 1).'a
learned, however, the directors as
boulV have not definitely ueciueu
tin rale to be declared next autumn.reIf as staled almvc, me uiuoim
port' of the company will show only
Is evibel ween 11 and 12 per cent, it
dent that some of the earnings will 06
covered Into a special disbursement
account. Oh the surface, the returns
month by
of the Atchison, as made earning
camonth, would indicate an
the
pacity this fiscal year of within
per
veriest trille of a fraction of 13
cent. Here is what the showing
basis:
should be on a conservative
Surplus income for year ended June 30, after charges
and preferred stock divi- 6,033,C5
dend
Increase In Income, after taxes and rentals, for eleven
months to May 31, 1906.. 5,663,10?

YOUR. VACATION

i.o-.-

RIGHTS
EARNINGS

fAGE THREE.

Knit Underbtfear Specials

Sleeveless Vests, Swiss ribbed cotton with fancy lare yokPS, colors
white, pink and sky; each
Sleeveless VpsIs, Imported lisle and mercerized lisle, plain and fancy
hand crocheted yokes; each
out size Union Suits, line quality lisle thread, low neck, sleeveless,
knee length,; per suit
out size Swiss ribbed cotton Pants, umbrella style, lace trimmed and
g
knee; per pair . .'.
Lisle Thread Vests, silk taped. Special to eloso out
tlght-littln-

25c
50c
59c

fc
15c

Dressing Sacques

i Reduced to Clenr)
Time to buy If you want cool, summery Dressing Sacques underprlced
llgured and plain white Lawns, with kimona back and sleeves, full
sizes; hundreds marked for clearance, and the prices 39c, SOc and flSc
are down to about cost of materials alone
W.sii PETTICOATS
Many lots mnrked for clearance
HEDI'CED plain nnd mprcerlted
Olnghams, striped effects or solid colors; nuule full and trimmed

with tucked and shirred ruflles reductions average almost a third
Special
75c $1.00 ami $1.85
swisiS CURTAIN spFCiu,
No. 66 3 styles of Striped, Figured nnd Plain Swigs Curtains,
ruffled
edges. Special
90c
d
No, 120 Fine quality of
Swiss ruffled edge curtain.
Special at
$1.7."
No. 90 Plain Swiss Curtain with lace Insert border, special
$1.33
WASH DIIEKSES SPECIAL
About 1 dozen Women's and Misses" Wash Dresses, slightly soiled from
being displayed In decorating around the store. Bulls among these
worth Up to $10.00. Choice of any In the lot
$2.50
Cross-Barre-

IT

Font

MBS

SWS

Ufl
LEG IRONS FOR

ITS

Sheriff's

!

SUIT STILL

"CUT IT OUT

IN

PRISONERS
Office

ot Preliminary

Tired

MORNING JOURNXC.

99

says the doctor to many of his lady patients, because he doesn't
know of any medicinal treatment that vill positively cure womb or
ovarian troubles, except the surgeon's knife.
That such a medicine exists, however, has been proved by the
wonderful cures performed on diseased women, in thousands of
esses, by

JUDGE

COMMISSIONERS PASS

Until

CRAIG

WINE

Today.

OF

DISMISS

TO

CARDUI

Woman's Relief

OVERRULES

MOTION

BUSY DAY AT THE COURT HOUSE

Con

Hearing

lined

Having Getaways.
COUNTY

LIBEL

HE NEBTJQUEKQUE

It has saved the lives of thousands of weak, sick women, and
has rescued thousands of others from a melancholy lifetime of
chronic invalidism. It will cure you, if you will only give it a chance.
Sold at every drug store in $ .00 bottles. Try it.

The celebrated case of Kslavlo Vigil.
former .superintendent of schools of
Bernalillo county, and whose grief at
the death of Christopher Columbus
hag become classic, came up In the
WRITE US A LETTER
court of justice Qeorge R. Grata yee-freely and frankly, in strictest confiterday for preliminary hearing. Slavio
brings suit for criminal libel against
dence, telling us all your troubles.
Jesus M. Sandoval and Jose Coulter.
We will senj Free AdviCS (in plain,
litor, publishers and proprietors of
Opinion publica, the Spanish
La
sealed envelope).
AJJress: Ladies'
weekly paper published in this city,
Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga
The hearing was linallv continued HB
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
til 11 o'clock this morning.
As stilted before In these column.-Slavio alleges that La opinion Pub
lica did apply to him the epithets jf
liar," "thief." "scoundrel, "perjurer,"
"bully." "swindler." etc; that he was
"not to be believed on oath." that he
"ought to be ju the penitentiary," and
various other things too lurid for re SAYS
production.
Slavio therefore claims
that he has been criminally libelled,
ind If Judge Craig considers the
sufficient, the defendants win be
ON
bound over to the district court.
Judge VV. ('. lleacock appeared yesterday for the territory, and Klock and
Owens for Die defense. A motion was
made by the latter to dismiss the
BUM
'harge on tin1 ground that the original
comments on 'Slavio were made In the
Spanish language, and tin' alleged libellous names in the charge are in
Judge Craig overruled this motion, Snd continued the heating until WATER COMPANY COMPLAINS
;his morning.
The alleged attack on the reputaPLUGS ARE BADLY MISTREATED
tion of 'Slavio was made on the 16th
'f June.

Whether r not the cmir.ty sh.-C-i
blow lt.Plf f.ir about f ight pairs of leg
irons Ik one Important question now
boten the commissioners who were lr
session at the court house all day
and who win resume their hv
bets this niomlnK The question came
up In the discussion of work during
the comltiK month on the county
roads
The officials of the sheriffs
file- say It in well nlKh Impossible to
work prisoners on the roads and
them from hiking off In the bushes
unless they have some shackles to impede their progress, nnd the board
has been asked to purchase about
eight sets of "drags" for this purpose. It is desired to put ajl the available county prisoners at work making
the dirt fly this month
Festtrdsy afternoon voluminous reports from the
various road Supervisors rere root Ived
und examjned. and it appears from
the reports that there has been a fluttering amount of work done on thf
ounty roads, work the result of
whirh have already become evident,
although much more work is painfull)
necessary The Mountain road especially Is in need of a little scientific
treatment, which the commissioners
Intend to give it at the earliest oppor
tunity. The following road supervis
ors were appointed by the hoard yes
terday:
Preolnct No. I, San Jose, Nicolas Ortega: Precinct No. .'!, Alameda. Romualdo M. Apoda. a; No. 4. Itanchos
de Albuqucripie, Felipe Romero; No.
.1. Barelas, Frcili rico Chavez. No.
Padfllaa, Joáe If. chave.; No 7, Sa"
Antonio, Veneeslado (riego; No. S,
Los (riegos, Juan Pedroncolll No. 3.
Kanchos de At risco, Jose dc la Luz
,
Bscobosa.
Hanches; ,o.
Aurelio
Rail; No. 11. Jajarlto, Dellino Huhl:
No. 13, Old Albuquerque,
Deslderl.'
Montoya. No. 14. La Tijera, Rafa!
(riego; No. S3, San Pedro, Marcelino
Crespln; No. L'S, Atrisco, Feliciano
Sanchez; No. Ü4, Chlllli, Joso M
l'hole.
The hoard sat as a hoard of equalization yesterday nnd heard about
thirty objections to the figures of certain tax assessments.
Several reductions and Increases were made and the
former assessments sustained in the
remaining cases. The assessments of
the First National and State National
Hanks and the Hank of Commerce
wi re sustained, and In each case attorneys for these banks guVS notice of
Sppeal to the territorial hoard of
equalization.
All objections were acted on
and
cleared up yesterday, and as the commissioners wished to get them out of
the way as soon as possible.
M. Ct Wmlujo ,ke & Co., contract
ors, delivered to the commissioner.
the repaired Corrali bridge, 4Hn feet
of which was repaired at the contrae!
price of $5 1)5 a foot. With guard
rails and other trimmings the amount
ordered paid Westbrooko is about

i

k--

CII1 PUIS ÍHE

DM

e

En-flis- h,

if you need a carpenter, telephone
Heeselden.
Auto, Rhone

r8.

FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE
MASQUERADES As PRIEST
Mndl Wanted (rook Captured in

Dónela,

After being a fugitiva from justice
for almost two months and eluding
the officers for that length of time,
Pedro Mendoza, wanted for burglarising the Copper Queen branch store
it Lowell, was captured early yesterday morning at Douglas, while attired
is a priest, says the Blsbse Miner.
Mendoza is very well known to the
officers of Rlstiee, having been constantly In the limelight of the justice
courts here for a lontf time past The
last Jail .sentence he served out here
was for sixty days, he having been
Convicted of stealing
a
from
Uncls
Sam, the pawnbroker,
while looking over woods he wished
to buy.
Mendoza,

shortly after the Lowell
burulary. went to Douglas, where he
is thought to have stolen the uniform
of Hrakcmnn Priest, Mm goods having
been recovered from him.
When arrested Mendoza was parading the streets in the garb of a
priest, which he is thought to have
stolen. It is thought by the officers In
I2.llt.00.
Douglas that he was trying to palm
he commissioners will
at in
ci"'J. this mnrniiiK a nl expect himselfa off as a holy man In order to
living by collecting for various
to put in another busy day of it before make
purposes ami using the
the work now on hand Is cleared up charitable
Th tax levy will be made at this money for his own benefit.
Officers here were notified of the armeeting.
rest of the man and began Investigating bis description, which answers
of the man wanted for burglarizCONSIDERABLE BUSINESS that
ing the Copper Queen store at Low-

1

GAVE UP SUPPORTER
wore a supporter for years, for
my womb, which had crowded everything down before it, writes Mrs.S. J.
(.Iirisman, of Mannsville, N. Y. "1 suffered untold misery anJ could hardly
walk. After taking C.irJul I gave up
my supporter and can now be on my
feet half a day at a tiuie."

"I

city
for the drawing off ot water for
purposes, and it shall not be permit-- i
ted to draw water from flro hydrants
for other than fire purposes, except
as hereinafter provided, that is to say.
Under the direction of the thief of the
lire department, all fire hydrants may
opened and Hushed at
be ordered
le ast on, e ill three months; and, until
stand pipes are erected by the city for
drawing off water for city purposes
above set forth, the city council may
hydrants from
enlámate twciitv-ilv- e
which water may be drawn for city
purposes, the same to be kept in repair by the city, and after such stand
pipes are erected, the city council may
designate ten fire hydrants in each
one hundred rented, from which water
may be drawn for city purposes, the
same tu be kept in repair by the
city."
It Is apparent that the object of this
provision is to reduce to the minimum
damage or loss from fire by reason of
hydrants being out of repair and consequent loss of time by tho fire department In making connection to another hydrant, or perchance being unable to reach another one. This provision has not been lived up to by the
city since March, 1905, when the
property passed to the present owners,
the Water Supply company not having Insisted on the strict letter of the
provision and having gone along
But
keeping all hydrants in repair.
owing to frequent change of drivers on the sprinkling wagons, who
are uniformly Inexperienced in drawing water from fire hydrants, some
downright careless, and the want or
.stand pipes for drawing the water oft,
we feel that the.. waiter should be formally brought to the attention of your
body. We lind from an inspection of

The water company last night presented a communication to the fathers, alleging that the city Is not living
up to that part of the contract with
the company regarding the use of
water from the fire hydrants for city
purposes, it is claimed by the water
company that the tire plugs have
been handled so carelessly in filling
the sprinklers and in other ways that
liny are .seriously damaged, to BUCh
an extent in fact, as to seriously retard the work of putting out a fire
w hen necessary,
The communication,
which Is as follows, was referred to
the water committee:
Albuquerque, N. M., June 28, I90(i.
To the Mayor and City Council, Albu- querquo, x. M.:
We beg to direct your
Qentlemen;
attention to the following provision
of the contract between the city and
the Water .Supply company, relating to Automatic I'lionc S22.
drawing off water for Sprinkling and
other city purposes, other than lire
purposes, viz.:
"Sec. 3. The city shall within two
years from the date of the approval
Of this franchise by the people, erect
at its own expense all necessary stand
3
West Silver Avenue.
pipes or other appliances necessary

ly s,

Tuesday.

the fire hydrants that a number are
out of repair as folio w,a:
Railroad avenue and Sixth street:
Round stem.
Railroad avenue and Tenth street:
Round stem.
Iron avenue and Second street:
Round stum.
Roma avenue and Second street:
Round stem.
Tijeras Road and Sixth street:
Round stem.
Edith street and Silver avenue:
Round stem.
Coal avenue and First street: Defective valve.
Lead avenue and First street:
Round stem.
Edith street and Silver avenue:
Round stem.
Water is regularly drawn from all
of these hydrants for sprinkling purposes. A "round stem" the result of
frequent and continuous opening and
closing of the hydrant, aided 1y a
hydrant wrench that does not fit, being either too large or badly worn,
and by carelessness on tho part of the
driver of the sprinkling wagon, and
renders the hydrant tedious and sometimes difficult to open, a very dangerous condition in event of a lire where
quick action Is absolutely necessary.
A defective valve is usually caused by
carelessness In opening and closlnjj
the hydrant.
Another source of annoyance both
to the public and to the Water Supply company, is the manner in which
the drivers of the sprinkling wagons
open and draw off water, that is instead of opening the hydrant gradually and throwing it full open, they
only partially open it and that wish
a jerk, thereby permitting water to
escupe through the drain hole, (lowing
over the streets and making mud holes,
as well as undermining the hydrant.
To avoid this it is only necessary to
open the hydrant gradually and full
open.
The type of fire hydrant in use here
drains automatically through a round
That is, on
opening at the base.
opening the hydrant this drain hole is
automatically closed, provided the hydrant is opened full, and on closing
the hydrant the drain hole is automatically' opened and the hydrant drains.
It is absolutely necessary to have this
drainage, otherwise water would remain standing in the hydrant and in
cold weather would freeze and In all
likelihood hurst the hydrant. In any
event it would be useless for the purposes intended lighting fire, as water
could not In- drawn from it.
We trust that your honorable body
the better
will readily agree that
safety and security of the public from
loss or damage from fire demands a
strict compliance with section 9 above
quoted, and we therefore respectfully
request the city to erect the stand
pipes and designate the twelve hydrants as set out anil stipulated in
said section, as well as to repair the
hydrants above enumerated and
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Very respectfully,
WATER SUPPLY COMPANY.

DIVIXG HORSES ARE NOW IN THE PARK
OR. CARVER'S WORLD'S WONDER

Don't Re Backward.
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
sample of Chamberlain's stomach an
Liver Tablets. We are glad to give
them to anyone who Is troubled with
biliousness, constipation, or any disorder of the stomach. Many have oeéh
permanently cured by their Use. For
sale by all druggists.

5

NOTICE TO WATER CONSUMERS.
Water tax is due and payable at office of undersigned bel ween first and
fifth of month.
WATER SUPPLY COMPANY.
".17 West Gold avenue.

A

Colorado Phone

imc.

DIVING

HORSES--5

Diving; from a Height of Forty Peel In O a Twelve-foo- t
Tank of Water.
of the Most Interesting and Sensational Attractions.

One

Continuous Run of Seven .Months hi l.os Angeles. One Hundred and Sixty
Thousand People Witnessed This Great Sensation.

The Greatest of Ail! The Cirl in Red will Ride a Diving

57

W. J. PATTERSON

Horse loose from a

40-fo-

ot

Jim Kid, the Champion

Platform,

In

competition with

Bronco Rider of the World

Livery and Boarding Stables
Albuquerque, New Mexico

311-31-

THE ORIGINAL AND
THE FIVE DIVIXG HORSES WILL ALL DIVIO.
ONLV
DIVING
HORSES IN THE WORLD.

1

Powder Fa.ce eund Cupid
Little Powder Face, with Record of Fighty-fiv- e
Feet.
Silver Kin;;, the Drop Diver; a Horse Hint Dives like a Human Relng, Lighting
in the Water on His Nose.

ell.

TRANSACTED

IN

Mendoza will prolmbly receive a
today from Constable Jack
white, who win attempt to Identify
him ns the Mendoza of police court
fame here, and bring him hack to answer the, charge of Burglary. If he Is
the same man a good long term In
Yuma doubtless awaits him in the
near future.

PROBATE COURT
Quite a number of matters were attended to by Judge Jesus Homero sitting In the probate courl at the county court house yesterday.
In the matter of the estate of rihllp
llartinan, deceased, the report of the
administrator was approved and the
ui counts allowed.
The report of Felipe M ires and 7..
Kandoval. administrators of the estate
of PreclSllano C. de Baca de Mares,
deceased, was filed and approved by
the court.
In the matter of tin- estate of Roh-r- t
Buuucbild, deceased, the final report of the executrix was tiled and
Monday. August 6 was set for
Unhealing of the same.
The report of James II Smith, executor of the estate of Elisabeth Baxter, deceased, us to the sale of real
ertate belonging !o sai l
was ap.

I

n

Horses Thai Kiss Like Human Beings. THREE STYLES of Kissing Made
Famous by the Diving Horses and thai Awful Kiss of the Clown Horse.
DR.

V.

F.CARVER

IN

Ills WONDERFUL EXHIBITION OF

SHOOTING

Hie Wild Plunge of Fort Feet n the Rack of silver kikk, the
g
g
Horse, the Most Startling, Sensational.
Leap for
Life. PUylng With Death on the Back Of the Diving Horaea, Powder Faco
and Cupid. A Thrilling Contest In the Air and Water. .Two Will Ride Hie

j

s,

J.E.BELL

High-Divin-

Hair-Raisin-

Death-Defyin-

.

Diving Horses.

TODA Y- - T

O

THE

GREEN TAG

The Girl in Red Takes a Plunge
Women Almost Faint us (he Girl in Red Dives Hurles Forty Feet on Horse's
Rack; Wonderful Exhibition of Nerve at Traction Park.

f

r

SALE

l

Livery, Feed and Sale

..STABLES..
.Specialty.

114

Boarding Horses a
Saddle Horse.
W. Silver Avenue. Albnnurroiie.
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Everybody is going tor there are
more and bigger bargains than we
a
have ever offered heretofore.

1'

cot

or polaonou.
Mold 17 OrufKlill

or fsnt It pUtfe
-

t

Rf

3

-
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Wlsnrd Carver. Champion Rifle Shot of the World, In Ilia Wonderful
Inhibition of Rifle, Shotgun and Horseback Shooting.
1

GOLD

good-lookin-

MEN AND WOMErt
Ufa fig 41 for nonatan!
'
v ni..
hmi - ii
O.
iuiuiium if ulrvrattou
of rnnrouft nirm tiran
Path!, ml rot Mtrlo

Oil.

'afL-- rí

g
will be given to any
athletic young woman who will ride tho
While diving horse In his phWfe of forty feel and remain
seated on his back
until h comes out of the water. THE MANAGEMENT HAS MADE
PREPARATION TO CARE FOR TEN THOUSAND VISITORS.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

I

r-

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS

VACATION

WILL RETURN ABOUT
JULY 6th

BiHncHH without System
Is like a (up Ithouf a rudder. T i"
l
modern ytemtler I" the Iminc
Methods. They eaii be adapted o anv
business, large or small. Sheets pan JRa Owt.ti V
be ruled to suit your needs. Full outCall us up ami we can flillHl IhssCnimkui A.
fits furnished.
lassh cmc)iiiu'i,onsj
of
show you the advantage
u loose leaf devices.
H. K. LIlllKOW A ('..
a--i
.. Uooabiudem
aiunnaJ laj.ldiug.
ÍA-n-

--

nine-tenth-

bou i.

July is.

7.

Think of a
mistake in
name costing lens of thousands ot
Is
year.
It
a fact,
Hut
lives per
Kverv third oi fmiith person will
idmit " a little kidney trouble." We
He suddenly waking up to the fact
hit the deaths from this cause are
over nn.nno per ye ir. and that it is
S
llnght's I Hsease. )r. Loom is of
s
of
hospital, declare':
of
people over id have lOme form
Bright' Disease, and the health commissioner of Chicago in October, 1901,
showed that six per cent of the adult
young of that city have It.
And the census shows that out of
IM1I deaths from kidney (rouble In
6S.74S, over
1900.
Hie year
were ilue to Bright'! Disease.
to
is
be
done?
What
Simply this So matter how mild
your kidney trouble Is. lo be safe,
treat it at once its Hrlght's Disease.
There Is only one specific known,
for
viz., Fulton's Renal Compound
rtrlght't Plsssss, Recovery is almost
s
recovering.
certain, nearly
Ask for i' ni likable booklet that Includes no cases except those that were
supposed to be incurable. This booklet Is for thoughtful people,
J, II O'RIelly Co.. agents for Albu- buerque,
nine-tenth-

and Elisabeth Harry was appointed eaei utrlx to xerve without

Ail-mi- st

--

THE DIP OF DEATH

Reel-BVU-

eased.
In the matter of the est ite of Robert llaiiM hi 11 deceased, an order was
handed 1. n lo pav attorney's fees.
The will of the late William F. Harry wan proven and admitted to pro-b-

.

n,t

FATAL MISTAKES

nine-tenth-

rhe court appointed Samuel (arela
nnd Nicolas otero appraisers of the
e late of Juan Belli aíl
'tero, de- -

The report of A. Cordeman. ad
mlnlxtrator of the intate of the lats
Aaron Flory was approved.
The report of it. I Woottyn. guar-dluof MM M. R. Springer, of real
The will
eKtate sold, was approved.
of Wallace Dougla was presented for
probate and Monday. August 6 waa
set for proving the same.
The petition of Franeea Lucero y
Montoya asking to be appointed administrator de bonis non was approved, said administrator to file a
bond of $2,000.
The bill of Mary Rrown. deceased,
was proven and admitted to probate
nnd Ferdinand Rrown was appointed
executor to serve without bond.
Th final rejort of the Montetiim
Trust company, one of the executors
of the estate of David J. Abel, deceased, was filed, and Monday,
I, was set for the hearing of objections to the approval of the report.
Court adjourned to meet Monday,

5
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THE CLOWN HORSE

warn

visit

THE

t

t
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Si mon Stern, the R. R. Ave. Clothier

RA ponte
General Admission,
iiUU UGIIIO
Children 25 cents
I

Taday.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

Wm,

GO

If we fail in one plan we have two

We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the University.

BUILDING

NK IS

rAac mrm

MORNING JOURNKE

others, but it will probably be September

10

1st before it is settled.

select some of those choice

In

the 'meantime better

lots in the

50-fo- ot

CHICAGO BANKERS

Harris and Company lake

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

Them at $30,150.

AT FROM $25 to $150 PER LOT; $5 DOWN, $5 PER MONTH; NO INTEREST

Office

OTHERWISE COUNCIL TRANSACTS
CHIEFLY ROUTINE BUSINESS
At the regular meeting of tho city
K.uncil last night M was voted to accept the bid of N. V. Harris and ('tim-panChicago bankers, for the Albuquerque city building bonds. thi bl
Of the Chicago firm being $30,1 50. bidders agreeing to furnish the blank
bonds and to pay accrued Interest up
to the time they receive the bonds,
Several bids were received which did
not comply with the condition offerel
by the city, and In addition bids wen
received from Seasongood and Mayer.
New York. $8,186, and Haya
and
Company, $30,000, the city to allow
$00 for blank bonds, attorney'! fees,
etc. The city attorney was Instructed
to at once draw up a contract with
Harris and Company.
The committee reported that Architect Cristy had Incorporated In th"
city hall plans the changes recently
recommended by the council.
It is
the opinion of the council that th'
work should be hastened as much us
possible, as the city Is at present boiling forth under embarrassing circumstances, having several times received
hints to "get out," from the Inhospitable owners of the present building.
It was voted that the bond of th?
architect be placed at $10,000. This
bond Is to be forfeited by the architect If the building runs over $30,000
in cost.
City Ditch Again.
The city ditch, of profane memorj
and still profaner smell, came up for
the usual periodical discussion
lasl
night. The mayor and certain aldermen complained that an unholy smel
emantes from the fnt.ious subway
somewhere near Railroad avenue no
as to seriously offend the nostrils of
paaaersby on that thoroughfare.
The
matter came up on a recommendation
of the city physician in his report thai
the ditch be filled up. Alderman Han-lesaid that he had heard sinister rumors that chickens were being surreptitiously garrotted and their feath
ers and heads and other undesirable
portions cast Into the ditch. Alder
man Wllkerson had also heard that
other ghastly tokens lurk In the dark
depths, and a motion was made by Alderman Hanley that the ditch bf
cleaned out. This was passed. Th(
council touched gingerly the time- worn problem of filling up the ditch
completely, although a warm discussion took place. T,he aldermen lookei
appealiugly at the' city attorney, anc
the city attorney looked modestly oul
the window, and the council went oi
to other business.
ItcjMirts of Officers.
The monthly report of the city clerk
for the month of June showed license)
collected for the month $324.25. Ttv
treasurer's report showed warrants
paid $3.514.31; coupons, $2,010.00;
balance on hand July 1, $3,078.28.
The report of the building inspectoi
showed that during the month fi per
mits were issued, representing a ci
of $12,100.00. and that twelve
net
streets and alleys had been opened.
The city marshal's report showed S'
arrests made during the month, 28
meals served, and $520 collected 'I
y

1

i

tines.

The report of City Physician Carvii
showed that during the past montl
there were in the city 34 deaths. Then
were 10 births, 5 male, ami 5 female
Dr. Cams recommended that the poSl
tlon of city health officer he made
permanent one. He reported receipt!
amounting to $154, expenses $58.60
net revenue $95.50. He reported th i
a thorough and systematic cleaning ui
of the city was well under way.
The street commissioner was an
thorized to dump lime into the ciH
ditch where objectionable odors an
now evident.
Now Sldewnlks Ordered.
Chairman Hanley, of the street committee, asked that the council order
sidewalks of cement on the following
streets: Hast side of Second street
from Copper to Mountain road; east
side of Third street from Tijeras to the
Mountain road; north side of Tljerai
from Third to Twelfth; wist side of
Twelfth from Railroad avenue to the
Mountain road; west side of Fourth
from Sliver to Iron; both sides of Copper from First to Second, and easl
nlde of First from Copper to Tijeras.
The city attorney was Instructed to
draw up ordinances providing for
these sidewalks.
The police committee reported that
It had found the May reporta of the
marshal and the city chemist correct,
and they were ordered filed.
The fire escape ordinance, as amended, was read for the third time an I,
passed. The amendments provide that
each platform shall be three feet wide
at the narrowest point, and shall take
In two windows when there are two
on one side of the building, and that
Bigns shall be placed In hallway Indicating the position of stairways an.l
fire escapes.
The fire chief, on recommendation
of the fire committee, was Instructs
to have two wagons of the department
painted.
An arc light was ordered placed at
the corner of Seventh street and West
Silver avenue.
The bond of the Terrace Addition
Improvement Company, which has secured a water franchise In the High
l
lands, was accepted. The bonde of
Uareia. Andres Romero and Juan
M. Sanchez, sidewalk contractors, were
accepted.
A complaint of E. Maharam was referred to the fire committee.
After attending to other matters of
minor importance, the council adjourned at 9 o'clock.
:
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South Second Street

C ASE COMMERCIAL

E

TODAY

III

HE

MYERS AND M'lNTOSH FILE

SUIT AGAINST

M. C.

WESTBR00K

Gunsul
The case of Maynard
igainst Gregory Page of Gallup will
ome up again in the district court
oday, when argument will be heard
y Judge Abbott on
the demurrer
iled by E. W. Dobson,. attorney for
tfr. 1'age. It will be recalled that
Mr. Gunsul sues for damages, asking
Mr. Fage certain
lo recover from
roflts which l'age is alleged to have
secured while running an electric gen- rating and supply business In (al- iup contrary to a contract alleged to
lave been entered into with Gunsul.
In his petition the plaintiff also
Uates his intention to apply for an
njunction to restrain defendant from
ohger engaging in the electric business In competition with the plaintiff
n the aforesaid town of Gallup. Page
old the Gallup electric light plant to
lunsul, and the latter alleges that the
ale was accompanied by a contract
lot to enter the field in Gallup. W.
'3. Childers
is attorney for Mr. Gun-m- i.

Ills Comrade's Mfe.
"While returning from the Grand

Army

encampment

Olty.'a comrade from

at

Washington

Elgin,

111.,

was

taken with cholera morbus and was
In a critical oondltlon," says Mr. J. K.
Houghland. of Eldon, Iowa. "I gavu
him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy and believe saved
his life. I have been engaged for
ten years In Immigration work and
conducted many parties to the south
and west. I always carry this remedy
and have used It successfully on many
occasions." Sold by all druggists.
The- very best of Kansas irttjr beet
II J
and mutton at I mil
North Third street,
.

Uulckei & Bothe of SSelger's Cato, and Qeorte K. Nther
That the services of Delegate Anof the WbltC Kleiihunt. Local Dealers
drews in securing a $100,000 government building for Albuquerque are
thoroughly appreciated by the peopte
of this city, has been quite manifest
CO.
during the last two days Since the anN. M.
VEGAS,
IHSTKIIUITOKR
WHOLESALE
LAS
(I
hit
delegate
nouncement that the
been successful In getting the Albuquerque item in the bill. As a mark
of appreciation, the Commercial I'll. b
yesterday sent to Delegate Andrews a
telegram signed by President George
Ij. Rrooks, expressing thanks for his
work in securing the federal building.
The message was as follows:
"Hon. W. H. Andrews, Pittsburg. Pa.
"The Commercial Club of Albuquerque extends Its most grateful acknowledgments of your signal serWith gas comes comfort. Saves time and lessens labor. No coal to
vice in behalf of this city.
carry up; no ashes to carry out. Saves dirt. A great deal of coal isn't
L.
Rrooks, President."
"George
burned anyway, it's carried away hy the ashman and that's just si
much waste.
BOSTON'S BARBER REGULATION'S
Board or Health Orders Sterilization
of
of All That Barbers Use on
Customers.
Gas saves money. Don't have to waste It In getting up heat. It's
A special dispatch
from Boston,
ready in a Jiffy. Don't have to waste cash AFTER the cooking la
May 5, 11(00, to the N. Y. Sun gives
done, as you do with coal. Turn oft the Gas and you turn off the
new regulations of the Boston Board
waste. Gas Is better Iu every way saves time, dirt, work, worry
of Health as to barber shops: "Mugs,
and money, besides giving a vonderful amount of comfort, which
shaving brushes and razors shall be
folks never dreamed of before.
sterilized after each separate uso
thereof. A separate, clean towel, shall
Ranges on Exhibition at the
be used for each person. Material to
ELECTRIC BUILDING.
stop the How of blood shall be used
only In powdered form, and shall be
applied on a towel. Powder puffs are
Colorado Telephone Red 98
'Automatic 237
prohibited."
Newbro's
Wherever
Herpiclde Is used for face or scalp
after shaving or hair cutting, there is
no danger of Infection, as t is antiThe Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company
septic, and kills the dandruff germ.
Send 10c.
Sold by leading druggists.
in stamps for sample to The Herpiclde
B. H. Brlggs &
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Comer Fourth and Cold.
Co., special agents.

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS

Discharge the Ashman
Cook With Gas
Burn Gas Instead

And

MEUNI&EAKIN

Then a Home Owner.

WHOLES ALB

Liquor $t Cigar Dealers

Provide for the Future.

Exclusive Axenta for
Yellowstone and O. F. C. WhlakJea,
Meet
Chandcn White Seal Chain
iMurne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian
and Joe. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled
Been, and Owners and Distributer
We opened for SubacriptiOSI .Inly 1st.
of the Alvarado Club Whiskey.
a new series of monthly payment savfor our Illustrated Catalan
ings installment
stock. .91.0(1 per andWrite
.irlce list.
month will carry a $200.00 share.
Automatic Telephone, IN.
AIM u series of prepaid investment
Salesrooms. 1 1 1 South Firttt Street.
Stock paying tl per cent interest on deALBUOCKROCE . . NEW MEXICO.
posits of sloo.oo and upwards
LIImthI withdrawal privileges on nil
stock.
We will loan yon money to buy or
build you ii notne at once if you be- THE WM. FARR COMPANY
come a stockholder.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
The
Building & Loan

Mi-ha-

Any

vd

The Crystal

Patronize the Old Reliable
Ice

Company

IV
f une dIV in

we manufacture

ICE

NOTHING BUT

BOTH PHONES

munr iruoro rAUDANV
rn
uivhhul
litiuliv vuiii ni
Sft.sK and Doors-

THIUP

- Piint amd Gifts

Z

MARQUETTE

Both Phones

al

I

July

above-mentlon-

cross-examin-

er

Now is the time to take that trip back home. Take advantage
of the low rates to the east. 1 íckets
on sale at special reduced rates for
the round trip from June 1 to
30.
Chicago and return, $55.35.
St. Louis and return, $47.85
Sep-teml-

On the following dates the banta le
will sell excursion tickets to princi- pal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michi- ran, Missouri, Nebraska, North Da
kota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and Wyoming: June 1 and 2,
also June 9 to if), inclusive, and July to 10, inclusive. Call
at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below find a
few principal points.
$5I-Chicago and return
46.5
St. Louis and return
$48 65
Memphis, Tenn., and return
,. . . . . . . .$39.00
Kansas City and return

y

V

1

,

Return limit on all tickets, October 31, 1906.

aa

T. E. PURDY, 'Agent.

aa,

UJSi'DE'RWEAP

We have the best selected and largest assortment of Men's Underwear to be found in this city.
Come in and we will prove it.
9

Men's Balbriggan, in white, brown, blue or pink; full fashioned; an extra good garment; per suit only
Men s Imported French Balbriggan, the best article on the market; per suit, only
Fancy Balbriggan, the very finest, in neat colors; per suit, only
Fine Black Lisle, guaranteed stainless, nothing better to be had for more than we price this; per suit

INSPECT OUF
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WEST GOLD

AVENUE

STOCK 3EFOHE

f

Special Rates to the East j

..

MEf'S

i'

Contractors' Materials

USE DIAMOND ICE

of

I
SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
FOR CATTLE AND HOGS BIGGEST
MARKET PRICE PAID

1. GRANT BLOCK
II. ft. TlTl,TON
Secretary
furnished.
Information dc-li-

ROOM

all-no-

Cheap

Fresh and Salt Meats

Association, of Albuquerque

Cash

In the case of the Meyers, Abel
ompany against the Pecos Valley
.Iquor and Clyar company, the report
if Receiver Fred Fornoff was
tiled
md Judge Abbott issued an order
esterday for the receiver to pay the
lividend desired.
Attorney Felix H. Lester yesterday
lied a suit in the district clerk's office
tyled Charles F. Myers and William
vlclntosh, doing business as partners
inder the firm name of E. J. Post &
?o., against M. C. Westbrook,
the
veil known contractor.
yesterday
Thyne
A.
was
Josina
nornlng granted a divorcie from
(Small Holding Claim No. 1C21.)
Thyne, the defendant to pay
Notice for Publication.
In the sum of $300 and the costs
Interior, United
if the case, amounting to $50. The Department of the
States Land Office.
livorce was granted on the grounds of
M.,
Santa Fe, N.
June 8, 1906.
The marriage from
"bandonment.
Notice Is hereby given that the follovhich the plaintiff was released was
claimant has filed notice
lerformed on the 26th day of April. wing-named
!05.
R, W. D. Bryan was attorney of his Intention to make final proof In
'
or the plaintiff.
support of his claim under sections 16
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
Exaggerated Report
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
While the recant earthquake in San act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
''ranciSCO was the most terrible and 470), and that said proof will be made
he conflagration which followed prob- - before United States court commishly the most extensive and destruc:-v- e sioner at San Rafael, N. M., on the
In the history of the country, the 16th day of July, 1906. viz:
Mat la
arller reports were all exaggerated, Concha for the small holding claim
Without any exaggeration, whateve", No. 1621, situated In Sec. 25, T 10 N.,
vibelieve Hostetter's stomach Bittern, R. 7 W.
vlll aid any sick man or woman very"
He names the following witnesses to
Materially In recovering their former prove his actual continuous
adverse
ood health. Thousands have volun-iril- y possession of said tract for twenty
written us to the effect that the years next preceding the survey of tho
'Itters made them strong and robust township, viz: (Jamie Leeds, of LaAUTOMATIC PHONE 292
iter all other remedies bad failed. guna, N. M.; Joseclto Ross, of Laguna, COLORADO PHONE, Blk 93
Toil therefore owe it to yourself to
M.; William Paisano, of Laguna, N.
live it a fair trial at once. For St M., and Martin Luther, of Laguna,
ears It has been making stomachs N. M.
strong and digestions perfect, thus
Any person who desires to protest
uring sick headache, flatulency, sour against the allowance of said proof, or
isings, nausea, cramps, diarrhoea,
who knows of any substantial reus in
Rates-Fou- rth
dyspepsia, costiveness, or under the laws and regulations of the
nalarla, fever and ague. Get a bottle Interior department why such proof
odav.
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at tho
F
A
Ml'NCHENEH-tlOGLASS OF
e
THY
Tickets will be sold at one fare for the round trip
time and place to
the
AT
WHITE
THE
BIOEIt
BRAD
witnesses of said claimant, and to of-fall points east and south, where one way rate is
to
tf
XEPHANT.
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
$7.50 or less.
stock Companies Incorporated.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
If vou have stocks or bonds for sale,
One fare for round trip to all points on Coast Line
'et me try to sell them for you.
STORAGE.
íeorge M. Kellogg, Broker, 540 ElliGOING
AWAY THIS SUMMER?
to
Needles and intermediate points.
J9 Pianos, stoves, furniture, etc., stored
ott Sxiuare Buffalo.
safely. Rates reasonable.
The SeSpecial amusements at Flagstaff, Ariz. Consist
FANS, ELECTRIC FANS!
curity Warehouse and Improvement
Just received a shipment of desk Co. Offices, Grunt block. Both phones.
ing of Race?, Farades and Ball Gaines.
ind ceiling fans. Come and make your
election.
For prompt and courteous treatment
Tickets on sale July 3 and 4.
A full line of combination and ('lee- and the very choicest of meats you will
rle fixtures and electrical supplies make no mistake by calling on Emil
Return limit July 5.
,
ilwnys on hand.
Kleinwort. 112 North Third street, or
Make your home and place of busi- telephoning your order In.
ness attractive by the use of cool
T. E. TURDY, Agent.
bright light, electric light. SouthGENUINE AMERICAN
RLOCK
western Electric mid Construction LUMP, NOW $5.50 PER TON. IIAIIN
Co.
tf & CO.
Auto 'phone 455.

lla-fae-

Raved

BEA MONEY SAVER

IT KEBfS Ofi TASTIJiG GOOD BEGIN NOW!
TRY IT! TRY IT!

mm

I

EN-

FAMOUS SHAWtlAN WHISKEY

SENDS THANKS

I

First National Bank Building:

NUMEKOTS TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES
DORSE THE MEDICI NAL EFFICACY OF THE

CLUB

I

$ J.00

$1.50
$2.50 and $3.00
$2.50

3UyiG

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

SECOND
STREET

122 S.
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Register-
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Price, $2.75.

D. EMMONS
The Furniture Man.
Auto. I'iione 474

L. B. Putney Uhe
Grocer
Wholesale
AND GRAIN
FKED.

Blue

FLOrn

Hp!

for

Front

Wips

MltCtlSlI

ALBCQCEROrC.

N. M.

THE BLUE FRONT

the

FOR BAldS
ranch near Konnody, small
10 arrea
Rood cellar,
adobo hoUHc,
fenced, some fruit trees on place;
plenty Of Rood range and water for
atock. This place is easily Worth
$800. Any reasonable offer will be
considered.
Nice residoncc lots from $50 up; very
liboral terms.

Albuquerque
iWill

von ussnt

frump, close In, plenty of
shade, nice location $20 por month,
'nchtdlflK w uor.
Five-roodwelling, modern, clOSO in,
nice location.
Money to loan in sums to suit at 8 por
cent on approved 'security.
Six-roo-

All kinds of m'll wirk i
specialty. The right place
for good work .it low price,

A.

LOVE, Prop.

J.

Auto phone

40Ü S.

4G3

First St.

W. P. METCALF

Six-roo-

WOOTTON & MYER

"Votary Public, Insurance, Bonds,

Dealers in Real Estate

m

i

4eeH044
Baldridge's is the Place

If

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

I

WE HAVE FOR SALE
A

r.

Vacation?

tew stnnii rancnes, rnni"!;
three to ten acres each; nil under
ditch nnd under Mfh Ktate of cultl- -

val ion.
Also, desirable lots hi

the different

ad- -

Aenoe

821 Gold

Money to Loan.

R.e4aeeee.4VOe

123 South Third Street

-

--

Avenue

IfiO-ne-

20 West Railroad Ave.

Planing

117 West Railroad

Roth Telephones.

prescription
druggist

,

Going Away for a

Wesl End of Viaduct

The Williams Drug So

B. RUPPE

..

ce-n-

Colo. Phone 177.

For prompt service, courteous treatment and careful dispensing o to
The Busy Little Drug Store,
at 117 West Railroad Ave.

Established :87s

post-offic-

m

"

'

Corner Coal Avenue and Second Street

:

--

i

ROUSE FURNISHERS. NEW AND
SECONDHAND. WE Rl Y HOUSEHOLD OOODS. 211 V. (.OLD AVE.
C. NIRISEV. MANAGER.

busl-shnul-

--

ItM.

Sec window display.

Six-roo- m

leci-tlon-

1

3,

r

sell the Celebrated Wake- -

field line.

--

m

II

Mj

Everybody can get It at Emmons'.

l

I

i

Tuewlay.
Everybody's Baby is the Prettiest.
Everybody wants the Prettiest Gdeart,

snrw TEf jCphone
Or lie' Shrunk.
ttOOD REAL
One of the magazines publishes an MOTTKY TO LOAN ON
ESTATE 81X1 III I T AT liOW
article entitled "(Jrover Cleveland In
INTEREST.
OF
RATES
a Nutshell." Must have been a mighty
TIIK MORNING JOURNAL is THE LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPKIl b,l nut. Springer Stockman.
TOE RENT.
REPUB
THE
...
OF
PRINCIPLES
OP NEW MKXiro. SUPPORTING THE
North Fifth St.. modhouse
Escape.
Xo
LICAN PARTY ALL T1IF. TIME AND THE METHODS OF THE llfc.ru
ern, ?0.00.
of
very
tho
majority
respectable
A
house North Fifth St., $30.00.
LUAN PARTY Will N THEY ARE RIGHT.
the
democratic turners throughout
rnom house South Third St.. J20.00.
house Broadway, J8.00.
"oMlne United States
Larger circulation than any ather paper In New Mexico. The only paoor
4 rOOma furnished. ÍO.00.
in 19oS. Springer Stockman.
In Xew Mexico Issued etcry ilny In the year.
Two
houses. S. Broadway with
ra
rrn bath, $20.00 each,
I, lick U We Get Hat.
The Morning Journal hay n higher circulation rating than is accorded
house, S. Arno, modern, $25.
The
The way some who have always opto any other paper In Albuquerque or an; other dally in New Mcslco."
E. Railroad ave., $8.00.
posed joint statehood and are now ac- Two tents,
American Newspaper Directory.
house, S. lviith, modern, $25.
cepting it Is 0 good deal like the
houses, Marquette ave.,
who couldn't get rabbit so he ac- - Two
SUBSCRIPTION.
TERMS
$1 2.00 each.
pretend
xa.uu
C
a
and
Cal
pted
as
substitute
4 room brick house, N. Second street,
Dullv. by mall. one year In advance
on ed to relish it. Springer Stockman.
modern, $20.00.
Dally, by carrier, one month
.
-5(1
brick house, N. Fourth street,
Dally, by mall, one month
One Opinion.
modern, $20.00.
As time goes on the shadow of I'.ur- NEW MEXICO
race grows heavAMMWKIlQlTE
ntn in the delegate
FOR SALE.
ier. The truth of Ihe matter is that Large and small ran. lies for sale near
delJULY
MORNING,
TUESDAY
should statehood fall and another
lh i Tract of land on the Mesa, oast
egate be required, he will be a mighty
of
the eltv.
off
Roswell
man
th
head
hard
Some fine lots on Tljerai avenue; also
-Tribune.
M
on West Coal avenue.
House and 3 lots on North Fourth St,
Sufficient Guarantee.
14 rooms In a fine location.
It Is now in order to predict great
things for the territorial fair to be I., its and houses for sale In all parts if
the city.
held in Albuquerque next fall. The
Four acre. of land in the city limits,
Is presiSolomon
Runa
Hon.
thai
fact
with good hous" and stable, fruit
CASSATT. of the Pentisylvani i Hallway company, de lares dent of the fair association is a suftrees, etc., In a fine location.
regulating the railroad com ficient guarantee thai the predictions
for
law
of
the
In
favor
house on West Coal av.: up
PRESIDENT
Chieftain.
verified.
Socorro
be
will
to dnf . Si. 900.
He says:
Ctoid av.. near Sixth St.
West
on
Lot
g nod rebate system, which is
Come Early and Avoid the Hush.
Corner Iron av. and Edith St..
out the
"We have Irani I
house; modern; lot 75x142 feet; tine
It may be expected that reserved
d
and fair conditions of
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
not only ruining the railroads, but alM
seals will be at a premium at the court
property will be sold cheap If taken
my
us.
For
regulate
house in this city when the cases for
ness Impossible in America. The gov rnment
at once.
up
libel
against
the
come
criminal
the
with
In
accord
heartily
1
House and Kit on South Scond St., beam ft nerally
part, and for my associates,
Is quite likely
editors,
it
Albuquerque
tween Lead and Coal avenues, at n
1
have that some of the testimony will make
nitaltlnn t'lkon bv President Roosevelt, and we h ive been all along.
bargain.
S.
Eagl
house, two blocks from
through the inter Interesting reading. Santa Fe
for several yean believed that the national n 'erftmefit,
with two lots. House welt
rates
fix
railroad
state Commerce commission) ought to b" In ,t position to
Max.
furnished. This property Is in one
found, after
The Record really has no Interest
of the best locations In this city,
whenever the rates established by the rallr ails themselves are
in
the quarrel between territorial
that
therefore,
right,
and Is for sale at $5.500.
only
is
it
t
.nab
eamnlitnt and hearing,
llk!
would
factions
but
republican
lot on West Coal
lion against even a remote danger: to know whether the Santo, Fe New Rrick house and
the iiubllc should have the means of pr
$2,600.
ave.; 5 rooms,
Albuquerque
Journal
or
and,
from
the
Mexican
ver devloped by the wholesome
suggested In the Ini rease
Rrick house, 7 roomH, with S lots, on
republican
be
as
reliable
la
to
taken
North Second street,
ry spirit uf alliance. Experience has shown authority or neither. Roswell Recevery sound standpoint, ne
price, $2.650.
necessary
to
prevent
ion
are
of
mutuality
interests
ord.
ltd
that closer relatlonshli
brick house, nearly new, modprouuiv
wnicn
railroads
American
between
warfare
ern Improvements, Rt $3,150, on
Kid Is Up Against it.
overt and destructive
worst
North 4th street.
The poof kid Is receiving the
the secret rale and rebate system."
house, furnished,
god
of It on all sides. Now with the rtmrth
$1150.00.
most of the citright
hand
July
at
of
of
frame In eue ef tha best
ies are forbidding him using the flr
THERE is an effort to create the Impression that the prosecution
locations on Broadway at a barreí craeker in their limits. He is beginobtaining
or
giving
corp.
for
rations
Industrial
ay
and
gain:
of
rallw
modern
officials
in think this Glorious IndependSeven-rooframe house on a corner
ami hence a ning
Isn't what It has been clicked
ence
bates is "an att ick on capital" and "a blow at prosperity"
Hi.ghlandJ,
Lot 50x
with bath.
ic
- up tO be.
commakes
Stockman.
Herald
Springer
New
York
Rut
the
In
a
142:
fine location, $1,700.
reason for deprei lion In the markets,
street
house,
North
Fourin
to prevent
plate answer to ill this folly when it sayi the laws are designed
The Rtgltl sort.
with 3 lots 75 142 feet, near In.
enforce-favore- d
manageOrderly
The effort taken by the
Pilce, $3,600.
discriminations g nd afford equal fa ililles to all shippers.
fair, to be hel
merchant or manufacturer from ment of the territorial
inmcnt of the lawi by preventing . tin
to
17
September
'2
...
.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
..
..it,.-t
hualnoaa at Albuquerque
clusive, is of the right sort to Insure Good ranches near the eltv for sale
getting unfair advantages over his competitors win mime iu. ucuo,
in
men
way.
every
In
The
Into the lis success
at reasonable prices
and by putting Into railway treasuries vast sums heretofore diverted
for Rent
well known to us all for Fire Insurance.
are
Charge
among
share their ability to carry to a successful Rents Collected. Houses
Taxes I'm hi. am
pockets of officials will Increase the amount to be divided
r,roiKirty
for
of
entire eliarare taken
a pessimistic view termination any project they may take
residents nnd
holders. Individuals deprived of Illegal revenue may take
Stockman.
springer
of.
hold
inirs. but ai they neither decrease the productive power
...H
. H. DVNUAR & CO
llnw'ti You Like to be the Ice Man? Comer ioM A
country
nor
the earnings of capital, but, on the contrary, make for
of the
and Tlitwi Ktrofl
one
Is
that
Th local Ice situation
community has no reason
fairer and more widely diffused opportunity, th
will have to be abated before Roswell
I
can consistently do any more bragto regard them as a depressing Inlluencc.
spectaenterprise.
The
ging about Its
people on Its
building cle of a city onof a K.nllii
ultimate
to
the
looks
which
on
set
foot
recently
blistering
hot sumenterprise
Ice
THE
knees for
right direction. mer, being cither robbed or melted, is
up of a big summer resort In Rear Canyon, is a move in the
not a very good warrant of a public
facilities and
that' does things. Roswell RegThere Is no town In the United States that has te tter natural
spirit
delightful ister Tribune.
than Albuquerque for building Up a large number of
whi-.- b
summering places In the Immediate vicinity. The adjacent mountains,
A Leading Industry.
come m niol
If you aro, be
of the best natural
One of the paying enterprises of this
are reached from the city by a dellghiful .Hive over one
,'ith some
lot us supply j
of tax returns. We
. are, a little
is
printing
clty
the
only
a
little
need
which
In
places
roads on the continent, abound
may no
Informed that the public
expensive arttt
i,
...
...
- tlw. ....... .f t moat noolll.'.r have been
printer gets $30 a thousand for these
rk Ud a little advertising, to pin intmi m noto make your out more enjay.
are
as
there
interesting blanks and
places where the visitor can nnu an me enuini
summer t
abb
quite a large number of them used by
mil where an mi. omtortabiy warm nay
menl of mountain lit"
taxpayers all over the territory It
places in condition io receive ne would seem that, at this rate, there 9
Rut It Is first necessary 10 pul
known.
a handsome profit In the work, as
It.
know
public
the
public. and Ihen let
long its the taxpayers elect such msii
e us were elected to manage the last terae
ritorial legislature, they will be per- ntttted to pay the freight which may,
at times, appear to be exorbitant. Perhaps a different class of men will be
Fe Eagle.
selected next fall. Santa
ea
W
List.
illi
On
That
Conic
Rockefeller
REMARKS state going abroad show quite clearly that Mr.
It has been several moons since the
does not want any- New Mexican promised to expose lh
is In favor of keeping America for Americans, and
b
country his thrifty lax dodgers In Santa Fo, 111but there ap-- 1
and 6
Articles
whole
the
owned
he
If
more foreign Immigration.
getting the
Mars to be some delay
you will PTNjD
H
which
grandchildren.
great
possible
It
hardly
be
his
can
for
to
keep
ready.
It
Impel
him
list
instincts would
1J3E8 POR.
as we are doing. that the matter has been forgotten
would never In the world invite his neighbors In to share it
Since1 we dome to think of It, however,
t
looking
way
of
ungenerous
very
a
nf morse. It mav be said that that is
the confusion resulting from an uncertumble from a comfortable
things, but. says the San Francisco Chronicb we need not humbug ourselves emonious
position on the tOP of the statehood
for
Rockefeller,
Mr.
g
terous
than
mure
any
are
we
that
imagine
by trying to
fence may have something to uo wiin
generosity, but It. We are sure that there are tax
we are not We have never invited foidi iers here from
wanted dodgers, for the New Mexican lias sal.
always because we hoped to profit by them. In our earlier days we
The Alvarado Pharmacy
so. The tax rolls for this year will
us. Since soon be complete, and then some i f
them to come that there might be more strong arms to defend
so far as they are desired because the tax dodgers will be pulled out of
we have got beyond that we desire them
hobs and corners in which they
Those In present control of our the
It. H. HrigRs & Co., Trnpriot rs
Fe Eagle.
we hope In some way to exploit them.
have been hiding.- - Santa
First Street and Cold Ave
undeveloped natural resources wish to develop them at once and get the
Loth Phones
Hlrd or Rat?
burned
have
to
and
sell
would
like
measures
money. The owners of the coal
Mr. Aesop, deceased. Is credited With
year,
folcountry next
H
bat story which runs about aR
up every ton of coal which underlies the surface of this
found himself
We do not know lows: "A Bat, havingbegged
so that they could handle Ihe money while they Uve.
hard for
the prey of a Weasel
IIIIMI
.Ill
RockeMr.
evidently
and
If
it.
money
they had
his life, 'No, no,' said the Veas
what they would do with the
to
'Bird'
Rirds.'
us, and far '1 give no nuarter
l
feller does not. He seems to think It would be well wough for
cried Ihe Rat. T am no Hlrd
our
something
for
left
and
a
little
went
slower
we
If
my
Body,'
and
children.
at
i Mouse, look
better for our
whatever got off that time. Soon after b
children to work with, and also that we should be content with
of another W
and not into ihe Clutc hes
Increase,
our
natural
development can be done by ourselves and
who, unlike the Former, had a strong-- I
t
He wan
er Antipathy to Mice than Birds. The I
call the neighbors In to use up what we have as fast as possible,
'No,' said the
Hat cried for Mercy.
the
with
content
being
to
sell
he
oil
to
have
mnrirhllrtren
hi.
i i r f- ..t r
Weasel, 'No Mercy to a Mouse' 'Bui.
right
Is
said the Hat. 'You can see from my
tribute paid him by those now In America. Evidently Mr. Rockefeller
of us. I Wings that I am a Ilird.' And again
You Need a Pair of Our
from his standpoint. Possibly he Is right from the standpoint of all
was saved."
What his life Pacing
Botn Ways has been
Doubtless he Is right from the standpoint of our great grandchildren.
Mr.
gentleman when both a bird and a mouse on the stated
he says Is worth considering, for he Is a very
hood question this month, but, W9
It comes to looking out for No. 1.
suppose, from the standpoint of a bat
Santa
it really makes little difference.
ON HIS way home, John D. Rockefeller not only refused to play poker, Fe Engle.
of
A Fair .Sample.
but he went further and addressed his fellow j. assengers on the iniquities
went
Rockefeller
Mr.
hearer,
Improved
if
Most of the editors In Arizona are
to
a
much
According
gambling.
sitting up nights writing sizzling cdl:
platto wear through the hot seaout uf the oil business he could make all kinds of money on the lecture
loriáis against Joint statehood. The
keep
to
Impossible
son, lluy them today and bo
only real objection any of them have
form. But according to Tom Lawsnn's story, It has been
is that they do not want
I,, statoh
comfortable, We havsfBblg asgambling entirely out of Standard Oil finance, In spite of Mr. Rockefeller
lo be Jolhed To New MeXtOO. The ediTopeka Capital.
sortment and you can get Just
moral scruples
tor of the Dougjas Dispatch put In
much time last week over the queswhat you want at a price that
tion, and the chief objection he had
will agreeably surprise you.
THE Tucson Star makes favorable mention of the meeting to be held to New Mexico was that It was a
ai All.uMiieruuc during the Territorial Fair, to organize a press association. "barren heath." The people who are
er and get acquainted. That acquainted with New Mexico, and
and advises the editors of Arizona to come
who have traveled some In Arizona,
Men's Oxfords, gray canvas,
Now, let Rrother Hughes g a step further and let It bo and seen the magnificent crops around
Is good advice.
ÚM
at
productive
farms
Douglas,
himself.
over
coming
the
by
and
known that he Intends to set a good examph
which extend from that town north to
or
Men's Oxfords, black
the Navajo reservation, west to the
cooking will cure drunkenness, but the Colorado river, and east until It reachA CHIC, CO preacher says good
t
tan
HM H
th" SPOl on the Southwestern road
.l.mrnal finds fault because he does not explain whether It Is tin es
where It crosses Ihe Arlzoe.i line, and
d.
be
cook
Women's Oxfords, white
then suddenly is transformed Into a
drunkard or the saloonkeeper who should
"barren heath." the fulmlnatloris of
IMW t
canvas
apon her the editor of the Dispatch strongly
who
bet
These
Singapore.
from
started
Dewey
has
THE DRY dork
ocáis, and the readers of his pap"r
Women's Oxfords, black or
more Of wonder where he was raised. Lords-bur- g
sinking before she reached Manila will have only a few months
M0
1JW
tan
Liberal.
,
uncertainty ahead of them.
Old Chronic Sores.
Women's Slippers, kid or
architect, but hs
As a dressing for old chronic sores
$1.10 to ll.OO
patent kid
THE LATE Stanford White was best known as an
so
good as Chamberof attention. there Is nothing
good
deal
a
devoted
he
which
to
a
Side
line
It
had
is
not advisable
to have
lain's Salve. While
d r o n's Oxfords and
C h
to heal old sores entirely, they should
Topeka Capital.
good
condition,
In
for which
be kept
$1.00 to $2.00
IlippSft
this salve Is especially valuable. F0r y
open a store In London. I sore
A CHICAOO dry goods house Is preparing to
nipples Chamberlain's Salve hasfl
I
establishment.
For sale by all druggists.
nu superloi
hm onducted on the same line as the famous Murshull Field
matter nt the postoffice at Albuquerque,
Entered as second-clas- s
under act of congress of March 3. 187.

JOURNXE.

Press ofthe DUNBAR'S
Southwest REALCOLUMN
ESTATE

JHNkHeratie niormngjournal

D. A. MACPHERSON. President.
H. D. HENINO.

MORNING

ditlons to the city.
We have several small cottages, well
In, for salo on reasonable terms.

Colo. Phone. Back 144

s

;

J. 6. BftLDRIDGE

405 SOUTH FIRST STREET,

A

MUTQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

To Contractors

in-o-

1

-

lisÉlíÍLDERS,

ETC,

i

laving consolidated the Phocnl
the
ami Superior Plalnlry Mili, demachinery being of lim latest
presigns ami best makes, wo lire
pared to Jo ah kirn!- - or MILL
a price Mover before
WOKK

Toilet Water
Talcnm Powder

Keep Itfor the Children

atemptcd

Witch Hazel

We will be glad . give estimates on an j thine from the mill
work of o home to nutklng iwindow screen nnd will vmiraiisatisfactiou.

--

Cream

BIS

th r

'

The Superior Lumber and

j

mm

i

I

level-heade-

Low

--

--

Shoes

I

1

sm

1

1

in New Mcvlco.

Planing

Is n necessity nnd the cost

THOS. F. KELEHER
Leather, Harness. Saddles, hap Pusiera. Whips, Axle Oils, Eta

Paints, Oils and Vanishes
Ptnt

Lasts Five Year
t'topfl Leaks.
Cash Paid for Hides and Peto.
408 WVfiT ItAILHOAD AVKN1TE

I'ulnutto Roof
and

mX

I1

ltPOSIT

A SAFE

Mill Co.

BOX
First National Hank

small. We hnve them.

Is

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Effective December 10, 105.

Santa Fe Pranch

Katitbound
11:00 a.
12:51 p.
2:11 p.
3:00 p.
4:02 p.
4:32 p.
6:45 p.
8:30 p.
3:00 a.
4:35 a.
7:30 a.

.

m.

.

.

Española

.

m.

.

. .

Embudo

..

. .

Baranca

. .

m.
m.
m.

.

.Lv
.Lv
.Lv
. .Lv
. .Lv
. .Lv
. .Lv
.Lv
,

Westbound

STATIONS
Santa Fe .,

m.. .Lv

,....Ar....

3:S0 p. ni
1:26 p. m
12:26 p. m
Lv
Lv. . . .11:36 p. m
Lv. . . .1029 p. m
Lv. . . .10:00 p. m
Lv
8:10 p. m
Lv.... 6:40 a. m
11:05 p. m
Lv
Lv.,.. 9:40 p. m
Lv.... 7:00 p. n

Lv.

. . .

Servilleta .
Tres Piedras
. .., Antonlto
m.
. ... Afamosa
m.
Pueblo
m.
m. . .Lv....,
Colorado Springs
rn
Denver
Ar.
At Antonito lor DurungO, tilhrerton and intermediate points.
Connections
(. tl.'KI vr
SitlMháMMallftel,fctMMa
H At
Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the standard
a wn "ill, v. i. Smtipiat I'm rfj mi iiruifii-- - ' W gauffe
line via La Vota Pass or tho narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
entire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Hoyul Gorge, also for
on Croede branch.
Sold In AlbiiiiiieiMiie by the J. Tl. ill nolnts
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals are served.
O'Itielly 'nmpnnv.
S. K. HOOPEIt, G. P. A. Denver.
A. S. BARNEY, Agent, Santa Fe. N. M.
"."
Blk
Colo. Phone
Auto. Phono ll
,

.

,

.

.

.

t,"-

01

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO
SANITARY

BOARDING

Communication Made Easy

STAIiLES

P. T. Schmidt, Prop.

121

.

Second Si

Between the

Gnet Southwest and Kansas City,

St. Louis, Chicago,

and all points North and East hy the

Gros$,Kelly&Co
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. Hides A Pclu
a Specialty

Albuquerque

lab vega

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Cholee Llqnors I erved. A Good Placr
to while away the weary honra.
Keno everj
All tho Popular Hamos.
Monday. Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
L
JOSEPH BARNETT.
Proorlcio
120 W. Rellrnad Ave

El Paso ffi Southwestern System
Rock Island System
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. Tho Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tonrlsl Sleepers, Observation Dining Cars, Chair Cars nnd Conches. For any trip, anywhere, !ny time TAKE TUB SOUTHWESTERN.

ff Full Particulars

see any Agent or AddreVs

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILLS

Gen. Pass. Agent

Tuesday. July 3,

THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOUKNXE.

I MM.

capítol last April, his emissaries be- gnn woraing up a popular demand for
his return to power. His agents, of
eourse. had no difficulty in inducing
town officials to get up petitions begging the president to eome back to
Caracas, so that now the general can
pose before the world as the indispensable and greatly beloved executive
of an applauding nation.

COMMERG ML

mm

11

BASE BALL

VENEZUELA

NATIONAL
At New York

LEAGUE.
R.

Brooklyn

Castro's Return Marred by

7
1

New York

h.

E.

g

1

1

Batteries Strlcklett and Bergen;
Taylor, Ferguson, McGlnty and Bower-ma-

n.

Nation's Poverty.
SPOILATION

OF

r. h.g

At Boston

Hoston

E.

1

1

Philadelphia
1
0 6
Batteries Pfelffer and Vail; Plttln-ge- r
and Dooln.
At Chicago
R. H. E.

FOREIGNERS

Chicago

0

4

2

s CLASSIFIED

BETE.

ADVERTISEMENTS

ALL CLASSIFIED AD VERTI SK) 1 E N TS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

The Store of Reliability

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Money to Loan

On Furniture. Pianos. Onrans. Horses.
Wagons anfl other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as 110.00 said as high as S200.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private.
Time:
month to one
year given. GoodsOne
to remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamahln tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
3 rnd 4. Grant Bid.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
SOS West Itnl.road Avenue.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Cheap Furniture of a
house. House for rent, best
location in highlands. Must be soW
it once. Address P. O. Box 405. )4
FOR SALE" OR RENT
Small
dairy. W. H. McMIUIon real estate
broker. 211 W. Gold ave
J3
FOR SALE Tent house furnished;
?ood location, near American Lumber
Jo.. 911 N. Eighth st., corner Marble
ivenue.
FOR SALE A
gasoline
engine, all complete. J. F. Palmer,
501 N. First st.
;f
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har-nescheap. 702 W. Coal avc.
FOR SALE $2,700 wilfbuy a nine-rsobrick house, bath, cellar, electric lights, lot 71x100, in Highlands,
.lose In. Cement walk, shade. P. O.
CO-Roo-

five-roo-

PAGE

ms

m

fKui-tsaiurtAL-

.

MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED
Two dairymen. Appiv
E. H. Becker. N. Fourth st.
U
WANTED
Solicitor for city work.
Address X. Y. Z.. Journal.
WANTED
At ence, first class waiter at Santa Fe restaurant, under Savoy

hotel.

tj

WANTED
Laborers, native and
white, and
trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite restaurant. 'Phone 379.
ATTORNEYS.

As the Season for Wash Goods advances
The Globe Store finds that there
is a n overstock of

1
4 0
RENEWED ALONG OLD LINES Cincinnati
Batteries Overall, Lundgren and
Kling; Frazer and Livingstone.
H W. D. RHVA
Attorney at Law.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
Office in First National bank
8 16
2
Washington, July 2. On the eve of St. Louis
Albuoueroue.
N. M.
4 12
1
the officially announced triumphant Pittsburg
Batteries Brown and
McCarty;
PHYSICIANS.
return of President Castro to CaraDR. n. I.. nrTyi
cas, July 5. the department of com- McFarland, Lelflcld, Lynch and GibRoom
N. T. Arlmllo Bid.
merce and labor Issues a report from son.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frethe United States consul at La Guay-r- a
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
quency Electrical
Current
giving an account of the depressed
At Philadelphia
R. H. E
cide. Treatments given fromand8 sGermim.
to
conditions to which Venezuela has New York
4 IS
3
? ?L m- Trained nurse In attendance,
been reduced by the
uoth uñones.
.5 7 2
Restaurador' Philadelphia
policy.
suita-abl- e
DR. J. H. WROTH
This official statement
conBatteries Newton, Clarkson, Ches-hro- ,
Physician and Surgeon.
firms the most alarming reports from
McGuire and Thomas; Plank and
Albuquerque. N. M
private sources. Consul Moffat says: Powers.
for all
DR. J. E. BKUNSON
"War duties on exports continue.
Second game
Homeopathic.
1
5 12
Provisions of all kinds, even such sta- Now York. . .
Physician and Surgeon.
be sold to make room for goods
ples as rice, beans, salted fish, etc Philadelphia
1
1
3
are on
from
Box 318.
eastern
Kooran Whltln Block.
forming the principal food articles
Batteries Orth and Klenow; Coak-ley- ,
W.
DK.
O.
SlliTlRiPH
FOR
Soda fountain. T.
consumed by the laboring classes havu
In
markets.
Bender and Schreck.
order to interest the ladies of Albuquerque in lh?se goods
Practice Limited
advanced from 25 to 100 per cent In
At Washington
R. H. E.
.Byet Bar' Nose. Throat
price, while at the same time, the op- Washington
1
3
8
SALE New and second-han- d
FOR
Oculist
and
Aurist for Santa
have been placed on the
coasl
counter
es
at Alnuuueraue Carriage Co.
lines. Office 313M. W. RailroadFe av.
portunities for employment are rap- Boston
4 12
2 hoe-'Hours 9 to 12
idly decreasing.
Wakefield;
m.1.30
to6p.m.
Batteries Smith a.rA
FOR RENT.
Young and Armhruster:
dentists:
Gold Dlsappours.
FlIR RENT. Three furnished DR. J. E. KR1T'R22"
'
Second game
rooms with bath, close in. 108 John
"No public works are being con- Washington
0 street.
17 15
Dental Surgeon.
tf
structed or contemplated with the ex Boston
15
Rooms
and 16 Grant Block, over
3
8
5
ception of a floating dock which is beFOR RENT. Two pleasant fur- the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Batteries Falkenberg and Heydon; nished
Automatic
ing built at Puerto Cabello. Since the
Phone 272: Colorado. 154.
rooms
with
conveniences,
at
will be sold
Winter. Glaze, Harris and Peterson.
price so long as they last. While there are
417 West Fruit avenue.
j6 E. J. ALGER, D. D. S.
announcement of the contract organAt
E.
R.
H.
Cleveland
Offices:
izing a government bank has been
opposite
Arlmllo
block,
Gol.
FOR
RENT
room
Four
modern
1
4
different
the first purchasers will get the choice. BetRule. Office hours. 8:n a. m. to
made public, gold has entirely disap- Cleveland
house, close In. Five room modern den
2
3
...
8
12:30 ti. m1;50 tn K
peared from circulation, and even an Detroit
3,
7 and 8 room
house,
ti,
4,
furnished,
telephone
matic
Appointments
462.
Batteries Hess and Clarke;
ter come
once you will make money by buying.
exorbitant premium offered for it falls
houses for rent. L. T. Delamy, 215 made by mall.
and Warner.
to bring it forth
VV. Gold ave.
from 'hoarding.'
tf DR. L. E. ERVIN
At Chicago
which Is the method generally resort
Chlcago-S- t.
Dentist
Louis game postponed;
FOR RENT Sheep range to lease,"
ed to by those possessing It.
line grass, unfailing water, patented Rooms 20 Auto Phone 691.
(wet grounds.)
22. Whiting block, ever
and
"The cigarette trust recently formlands; located in Sierra county. AdWESTERN LEAGUE.
uTTtn i,, u iinu Liinaemann.
ed has taken from many, who sought
Hillsboro, New
At Sioux City
R. H. SJ, dress C. C. Miller,
In addition to the Printed
Cloths we are offering many difthrough their manufacture in a small
AKCIUTF.CTS
Mexico.
1
7
3
City
or local way to obtain a livelihood, Sioux
W.
SPENCER
2
4
9
ou rent- Four rooms furnished V. O. WALLING FORD
ferent Summer
their only means of earning a support. Denver
Bargain Prices, and it will
Batteries Jackson and Hess; Engle heap for summer months with bath,
The Hamburg Line of steamers, which
Architects.
Zalusky.
vnd
lights
and telephone. 1104 N. Rooms 46 and 47. 3arnett Building.
electric
has regularly scheduled two steamers
please us to show them to all callers.
R. H. K. Second st.
At Omaha
tf
monthly for Venezuelan ports, has
1
8
5
Omaha
"
FOR RENT Two rooms fo7 light
withdrawn one steamer, owing to the K"iiot.ln
r.
1
1
civil engineers:
housekeeping. 6 IB W. Coal.
'
smallness of the cargoes obtainable.
j. r. harwell
Bender;
Corns
and
Batteries
"Kven those of the wealthier class,
FOR RENT
Three
furnished Room. 23. N.'vil Engineer.
and Messitt.
BIG
on West Railroad Avenue
whose investments consist primarily in
T. ArniLlo building.
rooms for housekeeping.
the enS.
110
Des
R.
H.
Moines
At
F
improved real estate, are feeling the
UÑAR
Broadway.
,v
íañ
jr.
1
12
10
Des
Moines
effects of the commercial prostration.
"
trance to the store of reliability and fair treatment THE GLOBE STORE
FOR RENT Nicely furnished 4 DR. F. L. SCHNEIDER.
4
9
5
The cities give ample evidence of this Lincoln
Zack-erthouse. Good neighborhood, rent
room
Veterinarian.
Gillen
Towle;
and
Batteries
by
fact
the extraordinary number of
Office 424 North Second street. Phones
reasonable. Inquire 603 S. Arno.
McKay, Zlnran and Wolfe.
vacant houses. Hents in consequence
Auto 311, Colo,
FOR RENT
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
room phone Auto 747. lilaek 35. Residence
are generally cut in half in order tj
m West Gold avenue.
At St. Paul
Address Box
obtain satisfactory tenants.
138, City.
I
t. Paul
tf
Business Men Not Venturing.
Z
City
FOR RENT Rooms for house- A. BORDERS
'The opportunity to keep In touch Kansas
City Undertaker.
At Louisville
keeping, Corner of Sixth St. and RailWith the foreign market for cocoa and
Blark or white hearse, $5.00. Com5
Louisville
road ave,
coffee, the principal articles exported, Columbus
mercial
Club Building.
8
telephone
FOR RENT Furnished room. 512 316; Colorado, red 115.Auto
has been prevented through the sevAlbuquerque,
At Toledo
V. Second st.
erance of direct cable communication, Toledo
tf New Mexle i.
Dealers In
Wholesale Flour anil Feed
which is of the utmost importance to Indianapolis
FOR RENT
t;
Furnished modern
D E A L E R
BAY.
BAKERIES.
PROVISIONS.
OROCERIF.S.
those who must keep Informed as t'i
house;
also
rooms.
furnished
Inquire
Minneapolis
At
UltAIN AM) FUEL.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES
market conditions In order to ship to Minneapolis
after 5 o'clock at 514 W. Coal.
1
tf
to nnv part oí the citv. wedFino Lino of Imported Wines, l iquors
Empress, "Moses Itcst." "Gold Seal,"
the best advantage. The extended un3
FOR RENT
Storage room for ding cakes a specialty: satisfaction
and Ctmn, Place Your Orders
"BlaOOO," "North Star" and "Mouncertainty as to the adjustment of for- Milwaukee
guaranteed.
S.
wool,
Balling.
N.
etc.
For llils Lino With Us.
Large building.
furniture,
Pioneer
eign matters is restraining
tain Rose" Flour at wholesale.
H'ikerv. 207 South Firt street.
trade in
B. W. Fee. 620 S. Second lL
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
other quarters and compelling those
liMrHbtff NORTH THIRD STRKET oats,
LOST.
FOR RENT
and
Barley, Corn, Corn chop, Wheat,
who largely control the financial sitfurnished, modern. Also modern
L ST. iiiild hand ui ilitini'
rlnir
White and Red Itran.
uation, commission and banking houshouse.
Dr. E. N. Wilson, 406 between xis south Arno and Railroad NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
Hex Stock and Poultry Food.
es, to bo very prudent
in commitS. Arno street.
avenue. Name Inside, Clara Stevens.
Manhattan Slock and Poultry Food.
ments involving any ventures beyond
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
FOR RENT
actual and present requirements.
Modern furnished Return to this office and receive reProp.
Romero,
Andres
ward.
Hone, Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
POOL AND BILLIARD rooms. 500 South Second st., upstairs.
"The railroads and harbor corporaother Stock and Poultry Food.
W. v. Futrelle.
MORNING JOURNAL
tions with grave apprehension note In
tf
&
WANT ADS
the decided falling off in earnings unFUR REN i
Pleasant furnish
211 West ;iid Avenne, Albuquerque
BRING RESULTS'
mistakable evidence of the declining
rooms at 31 5 S. Third at.
114 W. Copper Ave
Auto. Phone 626.
tf
PARLORS
GAME IN SEASON.
conditions. Several of the concessions
FOR RENT Furnished Tooms bv
recently granted have been abandoned
the dav. week or month, aleo rooms
through misgivings as to the future,
for light housekeeping.
Mrs.
Flaming. 118 West Dead ave. 'Eva
and the options paid thereon forfeittf
ed. That underlying conditions are
PEMÁT3S HELP WANTED.
prejudicial to prosperity, at least for
WANTED
Woman to cook for four
the present, is so apparent as to causo
or live people. Best wages for good
anxiety on the part of all commercial
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
13
V. Gold ave.
conk.
J3
interests."
A
WANTED
girl
general
for
Is now open ail (lie year around
house
Spoliation Continues on Old Lines.
work. Apply !H W. Railroad ave. if
Notwithstanding the direful results
Best of Accommodations
of the policy of monopolizing for himWANTED
Competent girl in a
5
You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enself and his friends all the industrias
small family. Apply mornings at 10s
N. Eighth street.
and resources of the country, the acif
joy the change. Visit the Grand
Otero's Batli House Run in
quisitive operations of the governWANTKD.
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Libment ring continue to branch out in N i Cheap To hies or Broken Balls.
Connection.
WANTED.
Safe In good condition,
all directions. Exactly the same line
limit and stop-over- s.
eral
j&
medium size. X. C, Journal.
r of action
followed In the case of the
&
Los
WANTED.
Angeles and return, $36.00.
New York and Bermuda
Lady
or
gentleman
BUT
(AsphaP)
of
EVERYTHING FIRST
MRS. WM. ROGERS. Prop
Co. has now been adopted in the case
fair education to travel for firm of
CLASS AND
Diego and return, $36.00.
San
$250,000.00 capital. Salary. $1,072.00
of the Orinoco Corporation.
This is
per year and expenses. Salary paid
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
the West Virginia company formed In
Straight Pool
60 por cue
weekly and expenses advanced; referexploit a concession granted by Presi15 Ball Pool . . .7 ,c per cue
For other rates and full particuences required. Address, with stamp,
dent Planeo In 1883. The government
DIRECTORS
J. A. Alexander, Albuquerque, N. M.
Billiards
60c per hour
is now preparing to bring a suit in
lars call at ticket office. Tickets on
WANTED
the high federal court for the purFurnished house, modsale every Tuesday, Thursday and
pose of annulling the property rights
ern; 3 or 4 rooms with bath, on hlgh-land- s.
FIRE INSURANCE
1'. O. Hox 163.
of the American company.
Embalming is Our
i3
Saturday during May, June, July,
M. GUSSAROFF. Prop.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
The same judicial travesty played in
Specialty
MORN1NU
E.
T.
JOURNAL
Agent.
rURDY,
and September.
August
the case of the asphalt company will
WANT ADS
217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
107 S. 2nd. St.
doubtless follow. The "high federal BARNETT BLD6.
BRING RESULTS.
Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avenue
f court" is wholly
Automatic 'Phono 721.
under the president's
control and renders its decisions in
accordance with orders from headquarters. This is one of the grounds
on which the Dermudez company is
asking the state department's aid In
securing the restoration of its Venezuelan property, seized by President
Castro nearly two years ago. An effort was made to Justify this seizure
by accusing the company of participation in the Matos revolution. As a
matter of fact, there was absolutely no
connection, even In the court proceedings at Caracas,
between the two
things. In the suit brought after the
seizure was made, there Is no mention
of the revolutionary charges.
King Gets All the Spoil.
Cut-o- ff
A protest has been filed with the
ÍZL
state department against various recent grants by Castro of the very ternew City of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,
lines of the
ritory ow.tied by the Orinoco corporais at the junction of the
Fe
east and west
tion, Indicating that the campaign of
Chicago
from
to
Francisco
El
Los
Paso
Old
and
Angeles,
and
Mexico
spoliation has begun before the court
Lacking support
had time to act.
from Washington, this concern will
probably find Itself In the same position as the asphalt company despoiled of Its property and without judi(INCORPORATED)
cial redress In a country where the
macourts arc merely registering
ARB THB OWNERS OF THB BELEN TOWNSITB, ConsltUng of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE
OTS, (alia 15x141 fet) fronting upon 10 and 70-fstre-- u
and avenue., RK1HT In the business
chines of the president's will.
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company Is now grading Ita extensive depot grounds and yard limits 100
It would not be quite so bad If the
feet wide and
country as a whole profited by the demile long, (capacity of ssventr mUet of side track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY BATING HOUSE, Reund House. Coal Ctavtes, Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc.
spoliation of foreign capital; as a
matter of fact, Castro and his friends
work for their personal profit such trilles as the Caracas gaB works, steamship lines, asphalt lakes and other
Haa a population ef 1100, and several large Mercantile Houses, The Belen Patent Roller Mlllt. capacity 100 barrels dally; winery, etc. It la the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans,
property owned by foreign companbay and fruit
ies but seized on one pretext or antn New Mexico.
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North. South. East and West, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico its future growth a a Commercial point cannot
bo estimated.
other by the "government" In the perAlKast limited, mall, expreso and freight trains will paso through Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and tha Pacific Coaat. Th water is good and climate unsurpassed. Boten bao a 110,000 publlo school house,
son of the chief executive.
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, eta It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumbor, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THB LOTS
The latest Instance of presidential
OFFERED ARB
graft comes to light in the story of a
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EA8Y. One third of purchase money cash;
may remain on nota and mortgage for one year with interest at sight por eoatt por su num. Title perfect and warranty deeds
Chicago slot machine company. As
given. COMB BARLY IF YOU WI8H TO SECURE THB CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices of lota e&U In person or write to
soon as the machines were In operation, the manager received a call from
Castro's nephew who stated that the
profits must be divided with unrie
Cipriano. When this demand was refused, the machines were seized and
kept running, but the collections all
go to Castro.
In addition to a natural desire to
"BECK.ETI.
WM. M.
he
nvulrt the foreign complications
had brought upon himself, It now ap-- I m
ear that Castro had another reason
fur "retiring." As soon as he left tho
five-hor-
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MADRAS CLOTH
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These goods are of the latest patterns
manner of warm weather wear But they must

on our shelves.

s,

m

that

,

the way

the

--

they

bargain

at

.

J.

20 CENTS A YARD
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-

Eu-ban-

and
many

at that
patterns

at

Madras
Fabrics at

f
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GLOBE SIGN

marks

,

Toti & Gradi iW. BERGER

1

DE-llvor-

BRUNSWICK

Fresh

The Only First
Class Billifxrd

Salt Meats

STONE HOTEL

PARLORS

ee4e4ea4ea.;.e4l

Special Rates to the West

--

in the City.? Í

ADAMS

1

I

DILGARD

FUNERAL

M7

A. E. WALKER

15he

TO

1

Future Railroad Center

Located on the Helen

of The Atchison

The

N. M.,

San

of

TopeKa

JVebv

Mexico

Santa F Haitbuay
Santa

main
Texas

systemleading

The Hielen Zzotvn and Improvement Company
ot

sts

THE CITY OF HELE ft,
two-thlr-

ssa

da

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

JOHt

President

BE KG EH,

Secretary

KCBUQUERQUE

(THE

PAGE EIGHT.

T. Y.

Gao. W. Hlckox

66e Hickox-Ma-

The Man of Business

d

Flat and Standing Desks,

REGULAR

WKAT1IKH POBBCAffT
Washlnaton. July 2.- Now Mexico
Khowers. cooler In south and warmer
In north portion Tuesday. Wednesday:
Fair, warmer.
except
Ariima fair Tuesday.
howera In the mountain district.
Wednesday fair.

MEETING OF THE

BOARD

OF

-

'

HELO

Peifer, of Milwaukee, la at th
Alvarndo.
Oeorge II. Wild, of San Marcial. i.
at the Aivaraao.
IV
Hrown and wire, of PjttsburR,
r visitors In the city.
Charles R Keyea was In the city
from Hocorro yesterday.
Mrs. Frank Zlnk returned yesierda)
to her home In Estancia.
A. R Fexloy. of Omaha. Neb.,
Is
hera On business matters.
I
C. A. Wright re! i.n.
the cl.y
from El Paso yester-W- ,
momlnf
Richard F. Heller, of CSbM6n, Vent
from El P. iso yesti tilny morning.
Mr nnd Mrs 1, H l'ye leav- - toi;i j
for an outing In the Matizan mounE. A.

!

tains

C. F. Spader, Ih BSTOSlltla
tame down on tiUHlneea

M

321-32-

arrived from the Sandia mountain
night.
amr
P. M. Davie, of the if ma N.arity
"mtany. left yesterday morning fol
Estancia.
Sheriff littWflm Haca, of Socorro,
was In Albtnniernue on ofllcial business yratPrday.
A. J. Little, of the State Life Insuredcompany, left last night for El
Paso on business.
II. F. Peren. who ha i Just returned
from n trip to Los Angles, went up to
Bernalillo ust nigh.
íleorge R. Itrdiins. .if Aguas Callentes, Mexico, was a business visitor
in Albuquerque yesterday.
Attorney Summers Burktmrt and
Fred otro left yesterday morning for

RAILROAD IYENUE

3

TINNERS

Of-

Avenue

308-31- 0

Oeeeea''eewe

aaeeeeietaeeee

F. H. MITCHELL

THE CLUB

CITY SCAVENGER

The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort- - "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
tale is due to their merits to nothing else.
).

Office: Cor. Second and Coal
Colo, riione

a uto.

in

Phone 4i

Pool and

Billiard Parlor

Rankin & Co.

P.

B.

211 S.

Second St

Cold-water-

loal

Pemallllo

or the Home Library

PLUMBERS

Bradley, who takes the
McFarland. is a graduate with the degree of A.B. from the
FIRE INSURANCE
University of Michigan; was princi,
REAL ESTATE
pal of the
Mich., High
LOANS
school for eleven years and comes
oí
"est on BCCOUSt of the
daughter.
his thil
i,tntic vnnne 451
who ROOM 10. N. T. ARM IJO BLTLDING
Miss Jeannette
Lawrence,
takes the place of Miss Norton, is .1
graduate Of the Milwaukee High
school, tonk the full three year's
course ut the Milwaukee Normal DR. B. M.
school, taught three years in MilwauDENTIST
kee, and has u position there this
summer.
Miss Anna Odjard is a high school
graduate, a graduate of the MankatO
Normal school, Mankato, Minnesota; Office on Railroad avenue, over
between First and Second sts.
has two years' credit at Vassal', ami
taught grammar grades for nine years Hours: S to 12 a. in., 1:30 to 5 p.m.
III Minnesota.
Dr. Williams has practiced dentistry
for the past 17 years at Las Vegas
( ORPOIt
I IONS
WIN ot'T IN
Automatic Phono 2015
DENVER ELECTION SQUABBLE
E.

GO,

FABER
ALBERT
Railroad

college.

Us', place of W.

of Hagan. N

NIGHT

The board of education held Its
regular meeting last night at the Central school and spent nearly two hours
attending to various matters of Importance to the public sehools. The
devotevening, however, was mot-tled to discussion, the plans for securing
temporary quarters for next year's
increase In enrollment taking first
place The superintendent's annual report also came in for Its rtharc of the
talk. The following arc the credentials'
of thi four new teachers appointed for
this year:
Miss Elizabeth Thomas, who suc-- ,
ccds to Miss LsaVltt'l place in Uie
Central building, is a graduate of Hie
Qallipnlm Ohio, High School; gradúale wiih the degrees of A., from
M arysvllle college, Tennessee; laught
live years in the OslllpollS High school
and a portion of one year in Marys-vill- e
Mr.

mer-th'in-

night.

O. J. McConnell.

LAST
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fice Chaire, Rook Cases, Typewriter Stands and Tables.
our line to
We guarantee
represent the best workmanship and highest class of cabinet
work. The desk you buy of us
will not fall to pieces in a short
tlnme, thus causing you much
annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest

South Second Street

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

We have Just received a large
Desks,
ehlpment of Roll-to- p

New Mexico's Le ding Jewelers

Th A.rch Front

Han

DESKS for the Busy

Are Exclusive Representative
The Qorham Manufacturlnf Co.. Sterling Silverware; The Ltbbey Co.,
China
Artistic Cat OUss. and The W. A Plckard
Each In Its class, and appropriate for Wedding (lifts. Our stock of
Diamond! "never before so complete." "Tls a good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing la value.
Hand-painte-

Tuesday. July 3,

t

Menrd

Aard Company

y

MORNING JOURN'AC.

d

ALRCQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Agents for Quick-McSteel Range &
Gasoline Stoves.
nl

TDK
BIZE

ONLY REGULATION
TABLES IN THE CITY

WILLIAMS
Mnn-dcll'-

FINE LINE OF

CIO

A

RS

AND

TORACCO

s,

Coolest Place in Town

on legal business.

Supreme Court Tunis Down ContenWe
Solicit Yoor Putronage
TICKETS BOUGHT,
tions of Municipal Ownership
League.
SOLD AND
Denver, Jttljf 2. Decialoni announced by lupreme court today In matters
EXCHANGED
arising from election In Denver on
BARDSHAR&CONLEY
May 15th last, put an end to the Inlliuiicst Prices Paid
vestigations begun in the district
for Tickets.
court of Che alleged issuance of bogu
AHOCUtlOD Oacc. Trn:ctIom Guariateed.
lax ti celptl and other methods deboon,
clared by the Municipal Ownership ROSENFIELD'S, 118 W. Railroad Ave
RAFAEL GARCIA .V TRTJJILLO
.Toe K
Sheiblari, territorial c al league to be illegal by means of w hich
CEMENT CONTRACTORS
mine tns'.ertor, arrived In the city on ill m incites were secured for th"
last night from the northern part of new twenty-yea- r
franchises sought by
All Wink Guarantoed
the territory.
the Denver City Tramway company
n
J. P. Rutherford,
and the Denver
is and Electric comthe
Home-mad- e
Address: General Delivery
Insurance man, returned last nighl pany.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
from an extended trio through the
The .supreme court granted a writ
ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
of supersedes! which prevente the renorthern part of the territory.
OF SOIT DRINKS
district attorney and
!
Rev. A
Harrison r, ctor .f St. moval of the
by District Judge Mulllni in
John's Episcopal church, leaves this sheriff
morning for Santa F'. whonoe h- uill calling a special grand Jury. The attor-nefor the Municipal Ownership
go to the Pecos OOUntry a
Hall Ju.til
Tlic Coolest Place In the City
league and League for Honest Eleccounty for a six week's oullllg.
they
would
lak"
announced
that
tions
fot
Trainmaster Payaon Ripley anuid no
further action relative to a grand
yester-dn- y
Ad-VaticcIn the city from San Marcial
to
ln
Investigation.
Civil
jury
suits
Mr Ripley s,is he will at BAVt
valídale the franchises will be carrE'd
move his family to this city to malic on,
however,
The supreme court
their homo here In the future.
holds that .hide Mullins was In erro:
Wo will sell you
The Morning Journal bowline team In llnding Republican Chairman Wilgnin defeated the team iroin the
Dav-oren
liams and Democratic Chairman
ROSS PATENT,
Kond
Ctttsen office at ihe
1160
ARNOLD S BEST or
game between the two sggogationt,
The SOUrl also made permanent Its
Block, per tCO. . .$6.50
the Mnrnlng Jailmate winning ut by writ of prohibition restraining District Rent American
EMPRESS on follows:
a majority of isi points.
Judge Frank Johnson from proceeding
W. E. Keesby leaves tonight for th" with an investigation Into the recent
Small Sticks, O.'iC.
fírand Cnnvon, where h will become election and he Is enjoined from atLarge sack.s, $1.30.
H- - has
tempting to discover If any violations
steward at the El Tovar hotel
100 lbs ut one delivery, $2.55.
iieen temporarily lining the place of of his injunctive order were commit
title the ted.
Hage Visser at the Alvar ado,
ton
M.7B
Mr and at'
Dohetl Heat hinge Pica.
llter was in Chicago.
n
In the
of Henry E. DohOrt,
Visser returned yi eterdáy.
of the Denver. !as and
At about 11 o'clock yesterday mnn- - president
OCR STORE WILL BE CLOSED
lug. twin babies were born h Mr. grd Elei trie Company, sentenced to Jail by
ALL DAY JULY ITH.
wrest Judge Johnson for contempt in fefus-inMePerran, of
Mrs w l
to give testimony, the supreme
Gold avenue, one Is a boy and the
that '.ioiicrty's attorney., Mill Big Load
12.25 and $3.75
other a girl, and tin popular mute court ruled come
Into court on a writ
BxpreM shmil hive
t go
agent of the Wells-Fapplication
an
not
error
with
and
of
company Is entitle I to all sorts of
for a writ of eupersedoas. Doherty
congratulations
will now change his plea a:il tho
goPreparations for the Fourth arj
question will be heard mi us merits.
is
Kverythln
ing forward rapidly
Justice Steele read a dissenting opin
now ready for the stirtllng perform" ion, in wiilch Justice
(in liter con
The itic North End Store.
anee of the famous Carver il'vme curred, sharplv criticising the major
men
the
Park,
and
In
at
Traction
horses
ity of the court for the manner
Pilones: Colo. Rlk 279. Auto. C2S
Black 280
Phonee: 4 1
l
Who are arranging the rac mel
which i: hid conducted the heating
Tin hard and alleging that the decisions had
It will be one of the best
rain yesterday resulted In an extra been agreed upon at star chambei
force of men being put to wort; get- sessions ,u which no opportunity hod
ol
been given tin- minority
ting the track In good shan
The hot spell was effectually brok- the court to he heard. Chi"l Justice
denied
vigorously
the
en yesterday afternoon by one of th' Gahberl
hardest rains of the Mason which o. charges.
rupled the greater part of the hou" PEDER VI. . It M JURY TO
between four and Uve o'clock In
The man behind the dollar Is the man
INVEH'l H. A l E STANDARD OIL
of an hour, according
who ought to know something about
s
of an
to official gauges,
il
Will Tell d irallic
Railroad
e
the prices w charge for
Inch of rain fell, which is the tteav-leRelations with Trust,
plumbing
work. It OOetS you nothing
on record In this cltj' for the!
Cleveland, Ohio July 'i. An Imto let us figure on any Job you may
..f an Ini
lime. East year,
portant link in the preparations in Ini
have, large or ..mail.
fell In twenty minutes which Is etc
made in connection with the special
to yesterday's precipitation. The rain sctiüliin of the federal grand Jury c.iinc
It has today
was heavy over a wide area
at a conference between Cent'
been badly needed by farmers and mlKHiiiner of Corporations tlarfleld an
I,
welcome
Itockmen. and more will be,
United Slates Dtetrtet Attorney SulliRev. A. O. Harrison, recto of St, van.
emA number of Lake Shore
.lohn'a church, last ntftit perfouned ployes have tifien subtn'ii.ted to apI
the ceremony which unite In mar- pear before Ihe jrrund Jury Captain
.
The Vromoi Tlumberj
riage Ham T. Vann, son ol tne
J (t. Crammer, of Chicago, vice presi- 122 W.
Ml
I dent of the Lake Slime, following a
an
Jeweler and druw,-- '
Ruth Smylhe, who has bei n for mint lay of confer enes here, tonight said bi
time a saleslady In the Economist would be on hand Monday morning
atore. The wedding tojk place at 'he ready to answer any and all questions
avenue at that lime.
Venn residence on Orai.it
Only a few friends witness d the prei-t- y
The railway officers are acting on
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
ceremony. The bride wa att inded the assumption that the federal Offl"
.m
honor,
of
man
aa
by Mrs. Oaborne
cem will attempt to git at the StandMONUMENTS
and the groom'a best ma.i was George ard (ill company by delving Into the
Sweetland. Dainty refreititnenta were snipping arrangements of the Stand201 211 Nortit Socond Street
Hearee
Black
and
White
and
Mr.
wedding
served after the
ard OH company with the Iike Shore
to
their
be
home
st
will
Vann
Mra.
railway system.
friends at the corner of Th r I street
OUNCE or PREVENTION DIKIN-FECGranite avenue. Mr Vann Is a
Mls
EITKEKA
WITH
WHITE
rfcrk In the Vann drug store
CHEAPEST, STRONGEST,
LIME.
Hmlthe'e family reside In Georgia.
BEST. II All N A CO.

F it. Schwentker,
the insurance
man, ha1- returned frim a trip to I'm
a iilthern part of the territory.
'hurles e. Eckert, who oA'is mtnei
in the i.jK placltas district, arrived In
the city on buetneai yesterday
There will be a regular nieellng
Alamo Hive, I. ( ) T M.. at dd K
lows' hall at tilo o'clock this aft
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Candies

well-know-

Whitney Company

yi

-

NO Has

Flour

i

S. Second

CP.Schiiu,

Alaska Refrigerators

COAL

g

White Mountain Freezers

COKE

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

i

WOOD

g

a

W.H.Hahn&CO

Albuquerque

Gasoline Stoves

Cash

Lawn and Garden Tools

Grocery Company

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

.

II3-II5-M-

South First Street

7

401-40- 3

North First Street

three-quarte-

eight-tenth-

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

,
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J. L. Bell Co.

Silver

For Sport and Pleasure
go to the
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0.W. STRONG'S SONS
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O. II.

V)nnr,

M.

I. I.

Bpectalty Osuopathy.

O.

If yon need a rarnenter telephone
HeHHclden. Auto Phone ftHfl.

DIAMONDS
Our prtcee are RtOH T.
Whan bought right are a gooa Investment
Wa Invite you to call and examina th beautiful diamond good! we are
offering. Alao Watch aa. Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mail order receive
prompt attention.

EVERITT,

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avenue

LUMBERGloss,
Sash,
Doors,

S

T
BOWLING
R
L
L

Cement

AND RKX FLINTKOTE ROOFING,

E

BANKRUPT SALE
OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS

205

W.

GOLD AVENUE

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,
Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, J 906.

SPEELMAN& ZEARING

Y

S

ALBlOUEROVE LVMBERC0
First Street T Nevrqurttte Avenue.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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118

W. GOLD AVE

ISFULLOF ODD ANDCURIOUS
THE WORLD
to there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.
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